Economic Cooperation Organization is an Intergovernmental
regional organization established in 1985 by Islamic Republic
of Iran, Islamic Republic of Pakistan and Republic of Turkey for
the purpose of promoting economic, technical and cultural
cooperation among the Member States. It is the successor
organization of what was the Regional Cooperation for
Development (RCD), founded in 1964, which ended activities
in 1979.
In the fall of 1992, ECO expanded to include seven new
members, namely Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Republic of
Azerbaijan, Republic of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic
of Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Republic of Uzbekistan. ECO's
secretariat and cultural department are located in Tehran.
ECO Cultural Institute (ECI) is an independent specialized
agency within the ECO Family and aims at fostering, understanding and the preservation of the rich cultural heritage of
its Members through common projects in the fields of the
media, literature, art, philosophy, sports and education.
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As members of ECO family, we are very fortunate
that apart from the bonds of faith and history, we
share so much in so many diverse fields, with strong
commonalities in our life-style and our cultural heritage. They are evident in many of our precious monuments and architectural land-marks, presented in
this Edition of ECO Heritage journal, which are the living symbols of a shared history and a common past.
It would be fairly safe to state that, there are no
other regions in the world that its constituents have
so much in common, like what we have here in the
ECO countries. Our dwellings, our places of worship,
our madresahs and our other cultural milestones in
the ECO region are irreplaceable sources of life and
inspiration. They are our touchstones, our benchmark
and part of our identity. Our architectural heritage is
our legacy from the past, what we live with today, and
what we pass on to future generations.
To value our heritage in all its dimensions, to care for
it as a treasure bequeathed to us by our ancestors, to
recognize that it is our duty to transmit it intact to our
children, is a sign of wisdom. Indeed, if nations
become more aware of the factors that have influenced their history and shaped their identity, they are
better placed to engage with and build peaceful relations with other peoples and to forge their future.
At this particular time in history, as the fabrics of
civilized human society seems, increasingly under
attack by forces that deny the very existence of a
shared heritage, forces that strike at the very heart of
our sense of community, we should be more cognizant of the fact that protecting our architectural
heritage is protecting our identity.

Note:
The views expressed by the writers/ authors of the articles,
published in “ECO Heritage” do not necessarily represent
the views of ECI, but are
the personal views of the authors themselves.
ECI reserves the right/discretion to amend, revise, edit,
delete or scrutinize any part or portion of the text as and
wherever deemed necessary.
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Detail of Jami Mosque Entrance, Herat

Afghanistan

Afghanistan

Cradle of Striking
Architectural Remnants*
of All Ages
Afghanistan has made major contributions to the
world architecture and some of the most famous monuments of Islamic architecture are to be found in
Afghanistan. UNESCO has acknowledged Afghanistan's
role by declaring the Minaret of Jam and the Valley of
Bamiyan as the "home of the famous Buddhas" and a
"world heritage site".
The country contains striking architectural remnants of
all ages, including Greek and Buddhist stupas and
monasteries, arches, monuments, intricate Islamic
minarets, temples and forts.
Brief highlights of some of Afghanistan's architectural
landmarks are presented here:

Afghanistan
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site.

Noh Gumbad (Nine Domes)

Balkh
Bactra or Balkh was feted by
the classical authors, as, " Balkh
the Beautiful", "Balkh the
Mother of all towns ", before it
was pillaged by Genghis Khan
in 1220.
In 2004, after some chance
discoveries of Hellenistic architectural features, near Balkh, at
Tepe Zargaran, in about 7
meters below the ground, an
accumulation of architectural blocks were
uncovered. Many of
these had originated
from demolished Greek
buildings. In the Balkh
citadel, significant
remains going back to
the Achamenid period,
(6th -4th centuries BCE)
are currently undergoing excavation.

The oldest surviving example
of monumental Islamic architecture in Afghanistan is the
mosque of Noh Gumbad (Nine
Domes) near the town of Balkh,
dating from the 9th or early
10th century.
The Noh Gumbad belongs to
the transitional period of
medieval architecture when preIslamic traditions began to mix
with emerging new features,
foreshadowing a new architectural style that later dominated

The Shrine of
Khoja Abu Nasr
The main sight of
Balkh is the late 15th
century (late Timurid)
Shrine of Khwaja Parsa,
built by Sulatn Husayn Bayqara.
The turquoise pumpkin dome
with its fluted tiling is very similar to the Mausoleum of
Gawhar- Shad in Herat.
This shrine with a large iwan
flanked by two truncated
minarets and, behind it, an
octagonal building with a
ribbed dome on a high drum
was dedicated to Khwaja Parsa
(d.1460), a theologian who
taught at the madrasa near the

Shrine of Hazrat-e Ali (A.S.), Mazare Sharif

the country in the 10th - 12th
centuries.

Mazare Sharif
Mazare Sharif, the capital of
Balkh province, is a major trading center famous for Karakul, a
great variety of traditional carpets and high quality, long -staple cotton.
The city is named for the magnificent shrine of Hazarat-e Ali
(AS), cousin and the son-in-law
of the Prophet Mohammad
(PBUH).
Hazarat- e Ali was martyred in
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661 and buried in Kufa, near
Najaf in present day Iraq. Local
tradition, however relates that
his remains have been brought
to Balkh by his followers and
the great Seljuk Sultan Sanjar,
ordered a shrine built here in
1136.

Herat
The history of Herat has been
one of repeated destruction and
reconstruction.
Conqueror after conqueror, from the time
of Alexander the
Macedonian, have
taken it, destroyed it,
and then rebuilt it. In
1221, Herat was taken
by the Mongols. Tuli,
the son of Genghis
khan, ruled Heart for
some time, but the citizens revolted and
killed the Mongol garrison. Extremely
angered, Genghis Khan
rode upon the city with
80000 troops and
besieged it for six
months, leaving only a
small number of inhabitants.
In 1381, it was Timur's turn to
totally overwhelm the town, however, his son, Shah Rukh, rebuilt it
and started the cultural renaissance which made it the center of
learning and culture. During the
Timurid rule, the famous Persian
poet Jami and great miniaturist
Behzad were born in Heart.
Queen Gowhar- Shad's Musalla
was built, the ancient Gazargah
was restored and once again the
city flourished.
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Masjid-e Jami
The Masjid-e Jami', also known
as the Great Mosque of Herat is
Afghanistan's finest Islamic building, and one of the greatest in
Central Asia. It is located in the
center of the city, in the Herat
province of north-western
Afghanistan. It was built by
Ghurids, the famous Sultan
Ghayas-ud-Din Ghori, who laid its
foundation in 1200 AD, and later
extended by several
rulers as Herat
changed rulers down
the centuries from the
Timurids, to the
Safavids, to the
Mughals and the
Uzbeks, all of whom
supported the institution of the mosque.
Most communities in
the Islamic world,
apart from numerous
small neighborhood
mosques for daily
prayer, have a larger
mosque, to function as
a congregational
mosque for Friday
services accompanied
with a major sermon.
Spatially, the Jama Masjid was
not always the largest mosque in
Herat; a much bigger complex,
the Mosque and Madressa of
Gawharshad, also built by the
Timurids, was located in the
northern part of the city.
Though many of the glazed tiles
have been replaced during subsequent periods, the Great
Mosque in Herat was given its

present form during the closing
years of the fifteenth century.
Two huge minarets flank the
main iwan. Almost every square
centre is covered in breathtaking
mosaic, surrounded by blue
bands of Quranic script and
Persian calligraphy.

Gawharshad Musalla
Complex
The largest historic architectural
complex that survives in western
Afghanistan, the Gawharshad
Musalla Complex was completed

Renowned for the forest of
minarets that occupied the
original site, the tops of the
minarets were destroyed by
British artillery fire in 1963, and
most of the buildings were purposely demolished in 1885
under the direction of British
troops who feared a Russian
attack on Herat that never actually occurred. Only the minarets
and the Mausoleum of Gawhar
Shad were allowed to remain.
Incomparable works of art were
sacrificed in the process.
The carnage in 1885 left
only nine minarets
standing in the entire
complex, three of which
were felled by earthquakes in 1931 and 1951.

Gazargah

Eastern View, Masjid-e Jami, Herat.

in 1417 under the direction of
Queen Gawharshad, wife of the
Timurid ruler Shah Rukh (reign:
1405-1447), who had moved
the Timurid capital from
Samarkand to Herat in 1405.
After the sultan's death, the
Queen became de facto ruler
over an empire that stretched
from the Tigris River to the
Chinese border.
The Musalla Complex was
originally very large, all that
remains today are a mosque,
the mausoleum of Gawharshad,
five minarets and the remains of
the madrasa of Hussein Baiqara.
Afghanistan

Another highlight of
Herat is the Sufi shrine of
Gazargah (bleaching
Ground), a complex of
buildings east of the city
where the renowned sufi
poet, Khwaja Abdullah
Ansari, is buried. Ansari
lived between 1006 and
1089.
The constructions were started
under Shahrukh. There is a hallway with a domed and painted
roof. On the left there is a
mosque; on the right there is a
staircase that leads to a room
where the pilgrims believe a
piece of hair belonging to
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is
kept.
The shrine enclosing the tomb
was commissioned by Timurid
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ruler Shahrukh (1405-1447) and
completed by Architect Qavam
al-Din Shirazi in 1425, as noted
in the inscription on the southwest portal.

Qala Ikhtiaruddin
This fort, held by
Ghaznavids, Seljusks,
Ghorids, Mongols, Timurids,
and the Safavids, still dominates the city landscape and
is believed to have originally been built by Alexander
the Macedonian.

The Minaret of
Jam
The Minaret of Jam is
one of the few well-preserved monuments representing the exceptional artistic creativity and
mastery of structural

engineering of the time. Its
architecture and ornamentation
are outstanding from the point
of view of art history, fusing
together elements from earlier
developments in the region in
an exceptional way and exerting
a strong influence on later
architecture in the region.
At 1,900 m above sea level
and far from any town, the
Minaret of Jam rises within a
rugged valley along the
Hari-rud River at its junction with the river Jam
around 215km-east of
Herat. Rising to 65m from
a 9m diameter octagonal
base, its four superimposed, tapering cylindrical shafts are constructed from fired bricks. The
Minaret is completely
covered with geometric
decoration in relief
enhanced with a Kufic
inscription in turquoise
tiles.
Built in 1194 by the
great Ghurid Sultan
Ghiyas-od-din (11531203), its emplacement probably marks
the site of the
ancient city
of

Firuzkuh, believed to have been
the summer capital of the
Ghurid dynasty. Surrounding
remains include a group of
stones with inscriptions from
the 11th to 12th centuries on
the Kushkak hill, and vestiges of
castles and towers of the Ghurid
settlements on the banks of the
Hari River as well as to the east
of the Minaret.
This graceful soaring structure
is an outstanding example of
the architecture and ornamentation of the Islamic period in
Central Asia and played a significant role in their further dissemination as far as India as
demonstrated by the Qutb
Minar, Delhi, begun in 1202 and
completed in the early 14th
century.
With its 65-m height, it is the
second tallest in the Islamic
world and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site . The high minaret
built around 1190, entirely of
baked bricks is famous for its
intricate brick, stucco and
glazed tile decoration, which
consists of alternating bands of
kufic and naskhi calligraphy,
geometric patterns, and verses

“

The Minaret of Jam is
one of the few wellpreserved monuments
representing the exceptional artistic creativity
and mastery of structural engineering of the
time
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Ghazni
The historic city of Ghazni,
located in east-central
Afghanistan lies beside the
Ghazni River on a high plateau
at an elevation of 2,225 m.
Afghanistan's only remaining
walled town, is dominated by a
45-metre high citadel built in
the 13th century.
The towers were originally
much higher but the top circular parts no longer exist. The
towers are star-shaped with
intricate decoration in monochrome small bricks and carved
terracotta. The larger tower, of
Masud III, is slightly older
(between 1099 and 1114), the
smaller one, of Bahramshah, can
be dated to middle of the 12th
century.
Around the nearby village of
Rowzeh-e Sultan, on the old
road to Kabul are the ruins of
ancient Ghazna, including two
43-metre) towers and the tomb
of Mahmud of Ghazna (971-

Giant Buddhas of
Bamiyan
The Buddhas of Bamiyan were
two 6th century monumental
statues of standing buddha
carved into the side of a cliff in
the Bamiyan valley which means
"the place of shining light" is
situated in the Hazarajat region
of central Afghanistan, 230 km
northwest of Kabul at an altitude of 2,500 meters . Built in
507 AD, (smaller), and 554 AD,
(larger) the statues represented
the classic blended style of
Gandhara art. The main bodies
were hewn directly from the
sandstone cliffs, but details
were modeled in mud mixed
with straw, coated with stucco.
This coating, practically all of
which wore away long ago, was
painted to enhance the expressions of the faces, hands and
folds of the robes; the larger
one was painted carmine red
and the smaller one was painted multiple colors. The statues
represented the classic blended
style of Indo-Greek art. The
larger statue before it's unfortunate destruction by the
Taliban group, stood at 53
meters above the town of
Bamiyan - as high as a 10storey building and was considered to be the most remarkable
representation of the Buddha
anywhere in the world. Once, it
and its 38-metre-high companion were painted in gold and
Afghanistan

other colors, and decked in dazzling ornaments. There were
countless rich frescoes depicting the life of the Buddha and
life in the town of Bamiyan at
the time.
Smaller Buddha of Bamiyan in 1977 (before destruction by the Taliban)

from the Holy Qur'an.
As of 2013, the minaret
remained on the list of World
Heritage in Danger, under serious threat of erosion, and was
not actively being preserved.
The Minaret of Jam has a striking similarity to the minaret
built by Masud III in Ghazni. It is
thought to have been a direct
inspiration for the Qutub Minar
in Delhi, which was also built by
the Ghurid Dynasty.
After the Qutub Minar in Delhi,
India, which it inspired, the
Minaret of Jam is the secondtallest brick minaret in the
world.

1030), the most powerful sultan
of the Ghaznavid dynasty.
Ghazni's early history is
obscure; it has probably existed
at least since the 7th century.
Early in the 11th century, under
Mahmud of Ghazna, the town
became the capital of the vast
empire of the Ghaznavids,
Afghanistan's first Muslim
dynasty.

.................................................................................
*Compiled by ECI staff member, based
on available sources, including valuable
information provided by the Embassy of
I.R. Afghanistan, Tehran
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Republic of

Azerbaijan
Architecture

Azerbaijan State Academic
Opera & Ballet Theater, Baku

At the Cross Roads of Western
Asia & Eastern Europe
Human history starts from natural caves, where
primitive people used to live. There are many of
these caves in Azerbaijan. For instance, the caves discovered in Caucasus Hills, Talesh Mountains situated
in modern-day Nakhchivan Autonomous
Republic, Zangilan, Kalbajar, Gadabay, Goygol,
Shamakhi, Qazakh, and
also Azykh Grave Cave
which is located in
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Fuzuli District.
Following the formation of Mannaeans rule and
after the emergence of Atropatense dynasty, fenced
cities were built and defense facilities (fortifications)
and huge castles were constructed by Atropatense
government. However, the major step in urban planning was taken during Caucasian Albania era.
The strong walls of Qabla city equipped with urban
irrigation system in which ceramic pipes were
used, defense systems and fortifications made of stone
on Demir Gapi
Notch, or Uzan
Divarlar (literal-
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shared common architectural style. Nakhchivan
School of architecture reached the pinnacle after
Abubakr Oghli Ajami Nakhichevani (the prominent architect of those days) built the tombs of
Yusef bin Kowsir and Momenh Khatoon.
Shaki Khanate Palace, which was used as winter
residence by Mohammad Hassan Khan, is seen as
an 18 century architecture masterpiece. The
façade of the building is replete with geometrical
designs. An inlaid window framed with colorful
glasses lies in the central part of the building. All
of the walls and the ceilings of the six rooms and
4 halls and 2 balconies in the palace have been
bedecked with a vitrine featuring a special topic.
The scenes of hunting of elephants, birds, dragons as well as vignettes depicting royal life have
been created with simple geometrical shapes.
Sun light passes through the colorful glasses of
the windows of the palace and creates rainbow
colors, attracting viewers' attention. The Old City
is situated on the low hills overlooking the
Caspian Sea. It has been surrounded with the
walls of the castle. There are special sites inside
the palace. Maiden Tower and Shirvanshah Palace
lie inside the city.
Rep. of Azerbaijan

Shirvanshahs Palace was built after the Shirvanshah
Khanate transferred the capital from Shemakha to
Baku. The palace included different parts such as
royal office, the mausoleum of Shirvanshahs, palace
mosque, the palace bath-house, the tomb of royal
scientist Seyed Yahya Bakuei. Maiden Tower was one
of the most important components of Baku defense
system and was seen as the most important castle in
Baku in 12th century and was one the greatest castles in Shirvanshah dynasty.
In December 2000, the Old City of Baku, including
the Palace of the Shirvanshahs and Maiden Tower,
became the first location in Azerbaijan to be classified as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
Azerbaijan architecture lost many of its works at the
end of 20th century as a consequence of 1990-1994
Karabakh War. Most of the historical monuments in
Karabakh and surrounding areas such as Lachin,
Kalbajar, Zngilan, Qubadli, Jebreil, Fuzuli and Agdam
were occupied by the neighboring Armenians and as
a result, many of the historical monuments in these
areas, were destroyed.
The architecture style of buildings in Azerbaijan is a
combination of Eastern, European and Modern architecture.
Since 7th century and after the advent of Islam,
architecture schools in Azerbaijan underwent change
and transformation. Architecture style used in new

Old City, adjacent to new development, in central Baku

ly meaning tall walls), Chirag Gala a dome-shaped
Christian shrine situated in Lekit Valley, the dome in
Guma Valley, the shrine complex in Mingachevir City
along with other historical findings are indicative of
the high level of urban planning in ancient times.
Barda was the epicenter of Azerbaijan's architecture,
were many buildings including various mosques,
seminaries, caravanserais, bazaars and public baths
existed in the city.
Emergence of different architecture schools in Aran,
Nakhichevan, Shirvan and Absheron, gave rise to
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Shaki Khanate Palace, Shaki
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es and other components of the cities were constructed. Fortifications, caravanserais, water cisterns,
and bridges were constructed in the major trade
routes in the cities. The main construction materials
used in Azerbaijan during medieval period were
stones, fired and non-fired bricks. Also, dome-shaped
and conic minarets were played major role in decoration system.
Geometrical designs were generally used in brick
buildings. After the middle of the 12th century, when
using bricks in buildings started, they were colored

The Palace of Happiness, Baku

buildings was reminiscent of the architecture used in
mosques, seminaries, mausoleums and caravanserais.
In this architecture style, animal figures were replaced
with geometrical and plant signs.
Local architectural schools were formed in 11 and
12 centuries following the spread of feudalism. These
architecture styles can be divided into two major categories. Shirvani-Apsheronsk style which was used in
northeastern regions of Azerbaijan and Nakhichevani
style which was used in southwestern parts of the
country.
Using stones is characteristic of ShirvaniApsheronsk architecture but in Nakhichevani style
bricks are mainly used for constructing buildings. The
works in which Shirvani architecture has been used
are bulky and huge and have few figures and designs
and in the first glance highlight the magnificence and
the accuracy in the construction of the building.
Unlike Shirvani architecture, the buildings in which
Nakhichevani architecture style is used are decorated
with delicate and beautiful shapes which attract the
attention of viewers. The beautiful patterns used in
this style not only met the artistic needs of that era,
but also were used in the architecture styles of next
periods in Azerbaijan.
Construction expanded in major cities across
Azerbaijan. The walls of the cities, bulwarks, castles,
palaces, mosques, minarets, mausoleums, bath-hous-

and beautiful decoration was created with blue-colored bricks. Scripts and designs were extravagantly
used in architecture in those days. Massive designs
made of a large number of tiny glazed bricks were
created in which the name of the architect or the person, who had ordered the work, was written.
In 18 century, Azerbaijan's architecture lost its magnificent structure. And industrial oil excavations were
started in Absheron Island at the end of 19 century.
In this era, the number of charitable people constructing schools, hospital, and public buildings
increased. Ismailiyya Building is one of the most
important buildings constructed in this period. The
building is now used by National Academy of
Azerbaijan Sciences, Maylov Theater Hall (which is
today used as Azerbaijan's Opera and Akhoundov
Ballet Center); Mukhtarov Palace (which is today used
as a venue for holding wedding ceremonies).
Azerbaijan's architecture in Soviet era features a
form of Eastern Islam. For example, Baku Railway
Station is one of the buildings constructed in this era.
During 1920s Azerbaijan's architecture, inspired with
ideas aimed at manifesting structure, was integrated
into 3-D form.
The picture drawn by Engelbert Kaempfer in 1630
Rep. of Azerbaijan
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and the Huffman Atlas in 1734 depict Baku hemmed
in by a castle in which the residence of the people
was designated according to their social classes.
Aqshalvar (people wearing white pants, those who
had gone on pilgrimage to Mecca), Gamichlar (boatmen), Arabahchilar (carriage drivers), Hamamchilar (
bathmen) Seyidlar (decendents of prophet
Mohammad (PBUH) ) Johood Zeinalari (Jewish residents) and etc. In 12th century, people could enter
the city through two gates; Salyan gate and
Shemakha gate. But at the end of the 19th century,
several other gates were discovered. Also, underground paths were discovered by architects and
masons.

Old City (Ichiri Shahr)

After the oil investments which reached their peak
in mid 19th century, when there was no residential
space inside the city (Castle city), the city expanded
outside the castle and that is why it was called "Ichiri
Shahr" or inner city. The internal part of the city covered a 22 hectare area which is now hosting several
historical and architectural sites. Four of these monuments have been registered as
world heritage sites and 28 others have been classified as
national heritage sites.
Nowadays, Old City
(Ichiri Shahr) is seen as a
live city, which has
maintained its unique
neighborhood and
façade, accommodating 1300 families. In
brief, it is a city inside
another city.
Old City was recognized as a reserved
cultural-historical
heritage in 1977 and
in December 2000,
along with Maiden
Castle and
Shirvanshahs Palace,
was classified as a
World Heritage Site
by UNESCO. Old
City, nowadays, is
known as a bril-

liant pearl in the history of human cultural heritage.

Shirvanshahs Palace

Shirvanshahs Palace was built by Khalilollah Shirvan
Shah, back in 15th century. It was built after the
Shirvan dynasty decided to transfer the country's
capital from quake-struck Shemakha city to Baku. The
palace was gradually built on the hill. The palace
complex included different parts such as royal office
and ministers' house. This cannot be confirmed certainly because the palace in which the tombs of
Shirvan shahs lie, also accommodates the mausoleum of prominent Muslim cleric and scientist
Seyyed Yahya Bakuei as well as a mosque. There are
many undiscovered things in the Old City and the
discovered works are just a small part of the historical
sites in the city. Recently, architects have discovered
ruins of huge bath-houses which include many
undiscovered paths in Palace Park neighborhood.
However, the buildings constructed in the area are
seen as a major obstacle to further discoveries in this
regard. More discoveries can be made only through
guesswork which suggests that these buildings in the
city included a massive royal complex. For example,
the royal stable
is yet to be

Shirvanshah Palace

Rep. of Azerbaijan
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discovered. The palace includes not only administrative center, but also hosts the educational and cultural center of Shirvan Shahs dynasty which has been
built in accordance with a time line and various architecture styles. It has been constructed in three floors
similar to the arches carved in the slopes of the hill.

Maiden Tower (Giza Galasi)

Maiden Tower, Baku

It is seen as a legacy from medieval age. It is not
clear when the complex was built. There is an
inscription installed at the top of the castle near the
right entrance. The inscription has been written in
Kufi and reads: This inscription belongs to Masoud
ibn Davood. The inscription was believed to have
been created in 12th century, but it has been
revealed that the castle
was built in two phas-
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es. The first stage dates back to 1-10 centuries.
The castle has been built on the rocky headland.
The tube-shaped structure is 28 meters high and 16.5
meters wide. The walls are 5 meters wide on bottom
and 4 meters wide on top. A strange cape has been
attached to the eastern part of the castle, which has
remained unknown to the date. The internal space of
the tower has been divided into 8 floors. Each of
these round-shaped units has been built separately
and includes narrow grooves through which sunlight
penetrates into the building. The floors of the towers
are connected through a curved staircase built inside
the wall. But the first and second floors were connected with rope stairs so that they were easily
removed in dangerous situations. The residents used
to dig round niches inside the walls in which 25 cm
clay pipes were designated and a 21 meter deep well
were dug inside. There is no consensus on the possible functions of the tower. There are not many
fences around the tower and it does not include full
residential facilities. It is also considered as a weak
structure from defensive point of view. It is assumed
that the tower was used for religious purposes during
pre-Islamic period. The widows of the tower have
been designed in a way that sunlight shines on the
center of the building on Noruz Day (when length of
day and night is equal). This idea has been raised by
prominent architect Abbas Islamov. Following the
advent of Islam, idolatry was abandoned and the
Maiden Tower was turned into a military site in the
defense system of Baku and later it was used as a
lighthouse. In 1964 the tower was turned into a
museum and in 2000 it was classified as a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO.

Momeneh Khatoun Tomb

This glorious national architectural work is one of
the most well-known Eastern architectural works
which was built by Azeri
architect Abubakr Aghlu
Ajami Nakhichevani in 1186.
The monument was created
after the founder of
Azerbaijan's the government
Shamseddin Eldeniz decided to build a mausoleum
around the tomb of his
wife Momeneh Khatoun.
His son finished the job.
On the walls of the mausoleum there are some
Kufic scripts. The mausoleum was originally 34
meters high but by the
Rep. of Azerbaijan
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passage of time 8 meter of the monument was eroded and (at the moment it is smaller than its original
size). The site is 24.65 meters high and 12.75 meters
wide. (Maiden Tower is 28 meters high and 16.5
meters wide.) The mausoleum can be divided into
two sections: underground and on the ground. It has
10 dimensions and lies on a small stand. Some
researchers believe that the founders of Atabakan
dynasty, Ildgez and his wife as well as his son
Mohammad Jahan Pahlavan have been buried in the

city of Shamakh and a Polish engineer Jozef Ploszko.
The Juma Mosque of Shamakhy witnessed the massacre of Azeri people by the "Armenian Revolutionary
Federation" in 1918. They forcefully trapped the people inside, before the mosque was burnt.
In December 2009, the order about the restoration
of the state historical-architectural monuments, the
Friday mosque of Shamakhy was written by Ilham
Aliyev-the current President of Azerbaijan.

Nardaran Castle

Momeneh Khatoun Tomb

The tube-shaped castle was built in Nardaran (a
town 25 kilometers north of Baku) in 1301. The tower
is 12.5 meters high. The name of architect Mahmoud
ibn Sa'ad has been written on the inscriptions inside
the tower. He is also the builder of Bi Bi old mosque
as well as Mulla Ahmad Mosque in the castle of Baku.
The inscriptions inside the tower, which have been
translated by A.A. Askarzade, read: In the Name of
God, the Merciful, the Compassionate, we were
ordered to build here (this castle) with our Halal
money (Halal Dirhams) with an aim of visiting the
Almighty God and satisfying him and be rewarded by
him. Ramadan 700 AH (1301 AD).

Azerbaijan's Presidential Palace

mausoleum. The mausoleum has been built and decorated beautifully. All of the 10 dimensions of the
monument are connected in the center forming a
dome in the center. The parts of the mausoleum
which lie on the ground have been decorated with
Quranic scripts. In the interior section of the dome,
there are four round medals, on each of which, the
name of a Caliph has been written.

Shamakhy Juma Mosque
(Friday Mosque of Shamakhy)

Shamakhy Juma Mosque is the oldest and biggest
mosque in Azerbaijan. The complex is said to have
been built in the 8th century. The Arabic scripts on
the entrance door of the mosque suggest that it was
built in 744. That is why it is seen as one of the oldest
mosques in the Caucuses region. The architectural
structure used in the shabestan (prayer place) of the
mosque has been designed in a way that the inside
space is divided into three sections which are connected through wide entrances.
The mosque was damaged by an earthquake back
in 1859 and was reconstructed later. In 1902, another
earthquake hit the area, severely damaging the
mosque. It was ultimately reconstructed by Azeri
architect Zivar bey Ahmadbeov who was from the
Rep. of Azerbaijan

The presidential palace is one of the national architectural works created by Lev Rudnev. The construction of the building, seen as one of his most valuable
works, took 20 years and was completed during the
Soviet Union period. As Lev Rudnev himself said, the
work he has created is neither a building nor a sculpture, but a statue-shaped building. The architectural
dimensions of the building, Lenin's statue and massive tribunes which have been installed near the
square verify this issue. Combination of sculpture and
architecture can be clearly seen in this architectural
work. In 1955, Lenin statue was installed in the complex. The statue is made of bronze and granite and
was created by prominent sculptor D.M. Garyaghdi.
Following the disintegration of the Soviet Union in
1991 and after Azerbaijan declare independence, the
national flag of Azerbaijan was installed in the place
of the statue. The architecture of the different parts
of the building are not consistent. For instance, the
main entrance door looks very formal (formal and
glorious) and is not in harmony with the arch-shaped
walls. The building could have been to the taste of
the people in those old days, but all in all, the structure of the building is seen as a weak architectural
work.
.......................................................................................................................................
*Courtesy of the Embassy of Republic of Azerbaijan – Tehran
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View of Chaharbagh Mosque Dome & Minaret, 1706-14, Esfahan

Function of Persian
Architectural Decoration
It is through design in its deepest sense that the Iranian genius
for visual beauty has found its
most adequate and characteristic
expression. To the twentieth century Western mind, words like
"ornamental" and "decorative" too
often suggest something of secondary importance. In architecture, simple and massive forms
certainly have independent value
of their own but they also provide
the substructure for ornamentation. Ornament can both embellish architectural form and exist as
an aesthetic achievement in its
own pure design. The inherently
symbolic character of Persian

design, coupled with the iconoclastic ban against figural and
other naturalistic representations,
endowed Persian ornament with a
seriousness and intensity unfamiliar in Western culture. Because so
much aesthetic talent has been so
seriously concentrated on ornament, a more sympathetic and
detailed study of it is required. In
no other architecture has ornament played such a vital and creative role as in Persia.
A genius for lucid and vigorous
decoration was already a striking
feature of the prehistoric pottery
of this region, and sumptuous
embellishment, mentioned in the
earliest descriptions of buildings,
has been archaeologically confirmed. In fact, important structures of all periods in Persia have
been aglow with color, often

By: Arthur Upham Pope *

resplendent with gilding and
mural painting or enriched by
carved stucco or ingenious patterns in brick or tiles.
With the Islamic period there
began a new chapter in the history of architectural ornament and
the relation of structure to decoration. Within the slowly maturing
tradition of color and pattern as
an essential of the building art old
themes re-emerged, slowly infiltrated from earlier contacts with
India, China and the Hellenic west.
The discovery and control of new
materials and techniques was
nowhere else exploited with such
zest and knowledge.

15
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was coextensive with limitless
space.
Despite dazzling achievements
in polychrome ornament, Persian
designers also knew the value of
pure white. In many places,

Detail of Wall Decoration, The Blue Mosque, 1465, Tabriz

The theological prohibition
against the representation of living forms, although not formulated by Muhammed himself,
expressed a real dread of possibly
contaminating the new religion
with idolatry. Muhammed was
aware of the Near Eastern disposition to see magical symbolic powers in natural objects and phenomena, and he was anxious to
keep religion pure from such distractions. Hence, within the
mosques and in the decoration
for mosques or tombs, we find
few representations of actual living forms. However, even the
orthodox caliphs of Baghdad,
proud and luxury-loving, curious
and open-minded, did not hesitate to adorn their great palaces
with human figures (largely of
Hellenic inspiration); in privacy,
confident of their power, they
thought to escape theological
censure. Similarly, in the palaces of
Persia its figural representation
was common. From ancient and
especially Sasanian times, there
was abundant precedent for animal forms, and familiarity, sympathy and talent all made animal
representations vivid. For the representations of human beings,
there was less precedent, so that
although human figures were represented both in pottery and in
stucco panels during the Islamic
period, they were for the most
part closely related to architectonic form.
Even though figural compositions of the enthroned king surrounded by his courtiers are often
graceful and highly decorative
(and one or two individual figures
are not without merit), all figural
types must be observed with tol-

erance and judged for their decorative significance.
They were probably all richly
polychromed and, when viewed
together with patterns of geometric designs, dados, tiles, and occasionally mural paintings placed
above them, the effect must have
been quite beautiful.
All the arts of Persia are closely
interrelated and all express a
common cultural inspiration.
The great Islamic art of calligraphy, with its standards of rhythm,
precision and expressive form
instructs and disciplines other
arts. Poetry, universal and indispensable in Persian life, together
with philosophy, overt and
implicit, nourish all cultural
expressions. Analogies between
Persian poetry and visual design
are numerous: rhythm and
rhyme, stress and resolution, surprise and fulfillment merely head
a long list of characteristics that
have their counterparts in each.
Both are distinguished by a lively appreciation of sensuous
delight as well as the abstract.
The talent for rational abstraction
enabled major aesthetic creations
to escape a particularity, turning
them toward generalized expressions of timeless significance. A
decisive element in the development of abstract motifs was the
Persian predilection for mathematics and philosophy. Faith in
the controlling power of significant forms shows itself early in
Persian art and is a central feature
of its finer poetry.
Not only are the motives of
poetry and visual ornament
deeply akin, but at times they
also share the same faults. In both,
the urge for ingenious elaboration
(a horror vacui is a temptation and
quite consciously), represents the
vault of heaven. Floral and geometric patterns were both treated
as segments of an infinitely extensible whole that in imagination

unadorned white was used with
impressive effect, enhanced by
proximity to areas of intense blue.
Often the white stalactite halfdomes, especially in portals, pile
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Harun Welayat Mosque, 1513, Esfahan

up like sunlit summer clouds. Such
contrasting effects are characteristic in Persia: the dark green oasis
contrasts with the bright glare of
the desert wilderness; in towns

the monumental buildings, rich
and intense in color, provide a
startling relief to the drabness of
streets and the blank whiteness of
houses.

The relation of Persian ornament
to structure has often been misunderstood and is frequently cited
as a seductive misalliance, as if
this decoration were just gorgeous fabric applied to the surface. In good examples, ornament
is visually organic with the structure, often appearing as if inherent in the material, like the graining of wood or veining of marble. It identifies, defines and
emphasizes the component elements and their functions by
means of patterns appropriate in
scale and character, as in a
superb fifteenth century niche of
the Masjid-i-Jami in Isfahan. A
tiny colonette, a huge dome, wall
panels, arches and dados will
each have clearly separate decorative treatment and the implied
movement of the pattern will
accord with stresses and directions in the structure itself as well
as adding new qualities of richness and vitality.
Thus, in the facade of the
Masjid-i-Ali (1522) at Isfahan, the
wall is carefully distinguished
from the vertical, presumably
weight-bearing members by the
surface design. The patterns on
the curtain wall are static and
directionless while those on the
pilasters are powerfully and
unmistakably driving upward.
The compulsion of the design
intensifies, even exaggerates, the
mechanical operation of each
section. Of course, such a balance between the values of
revealed construction and
embellishment is not always
maintained. It is in itself an
imperfectly defined ideal, varying
with available materials, technical
competence and changes in taste.
The result is ornament which can
range from bleak mechanics to an
almost suffocating luxury.
In the architecture of any period,
the coordination of structure and
ornament is often imperfect, with
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structural values concealed, frustrated or over-emphasized. It is
more usual, however, to see ornament used to enhance, to give
added life to the mechanical
forms. The huge arabesques
wheeling over a dome increase
our sense of its rotundity; the tight
band of a dense inscription just
below the swelling of a dome
sharpens our sense of expanding
inner pressures above it; and stout
verticals of rectangular Kufic give
an unmistakable feeling of reinforced support.
The many forms of Persian ornamentation are rendered in different materials: brick in countless
forms; stucco; to a lesser degree,
wood (in exquisite patterns for
railings and ceilings); metals, for
window gratings and ceremonial
doorways (generally repose over
wood); and polychrome faience, in
mosaic fragments or solid tiles.

Brick

Brick was an accepted building
material throughout the whole
ancient Near East, for the handmolded plane-convex brick had
been invented in Persia by the
third millennium B.C. Major
Achaemenid buildings, composed
largely of stone, as well as
Sasanian buildings, occasionally of
cut stone but more generally of
filled stone rubble, are related in
their masonry technique to brick
construction. There were good
reasons for the Persian preference
for brick (other than the scarcity of
timber): it is more durable than
stone, far less expensive, permits
of rapid construction and, because
of its superior elasticity, demonstrates quickly the physical forces
at work in the structure. These are
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first-class mortar, first-class craftsmen, and superior designers.
Furthermore, a number were
made of sun-dried brick and even
these lasted for at least a few centuries, a tribute to all concerned.
It is in the north, in Azarbaijan,
that brickwork reached its ultimate beauty. In the Gunbad-iSurkh, as Godard, Schroeder and
others agree, we have perhaps the
most beautiful example of brickwork known. The angle columns
are composed of ten shapes of
cut brick, involving at least eight
molds perfectly adapted to the
curving profile of the colonette.
Here also ingenious and sometimes deceptively simple patterns

qualities that encouraged instrucwhere. Too frequently, stucco is
tive experiment and final achievedisparaged, for it is felt that this
ment. For the creation of mass, for
medium does not sufficiently
ingenious solution of structural
resist the designer, that it enables
problems, or for inherent decorahim to create light fantasies withtive possibilities, brick offered
out a sense of responsibility or
many advantages which the
thoughtful planning.
Persian explored to the utmost,
The actual execution of stucco
always with sympathetic regard
patterns, requiring a carver's skill,
for the nature of the material.
is not extremely difficult, but
Nonetheless, though brick was in
design is. The merit of Persian
general use, its decorative possistucco lies primarily in its designbilities were not exploited until
really great design is always a diswell into the Islamic period; stucco
ciplined and imaginative work of
had been more or less supreme as
genius. It is significant that stucco
a surface ornament during most
patterns as well as designs for lusof the long preceding period.
ter faience, mosaic faience
The potential beauties of
and painted ornament were
brick, such as various types
frequently made by the same
of bonding, ornamental endartist.
plugs, contrasting textures,
The patterns are often quite
pattern inlays and overlays,
complex, five or six compobegan to be thoughtfully
nents interwoven and movrealized only in the tenth
ing in various and contrary
century.
directions. The carver must
With the Seljuks, brickwork
foresee how the final forms
was carried to a perfection,
will develop out of the startboth aesthetic and construcing points in the first (deeptional that has perhaps never
est) layer, at which point
been equaled since. The
there can only be hints of
dome of the Masjid-i-Jami in
what they are going to look
Isfahan is of an unsurpassed
like when brought to the surDetail of Wall Decorations, Sheykh Ahmad Ibn Abi-l-Hasan,
majesty, and the time-defyface and integrated with
13th-14th centuries and 1440-43, Torbat-e Jaam, Iran
ing, stark strength of the
other elements. Memory,
Cunbad-i-Qabus is unique.
imagination and precision are all
are worked into the panels, but
How competent these brick
required if the result is to be
the undecorated brick itself is of
builders were is demonstrated by
rational and consistent, rather
such fine quality that it seems to
the impressive number of survivthan confused, for confusion is
meet all decorative requirements.
ing monuments. Besides the sinindeed a danger if improvisation
gle-shell domes of the Masjid-itends to overcome discipline and
Jami of Isfahan, still intact after
thorough planning.
From earliest times, stucconearly 900 years, there are almost
It must be remembered that
carved, molded, painted-was one
a dozen slender, delicately tapered of the major elements in Persian
carved stucco was widely and
minarets (over a hundred feet
architectural ornament, extensively expertly developed throughout
high!) still standing in the Isfahan
the whole Islamic world. There are
used and highly developed. For
area alone and this in an earthearly and splendid examples in
nearly 2,000 years the Persians
quake country. They can only be
Cairo, Baghdad and Jerusalem as
have devised, experimented with
the products of first-class brick,
well as many other places.146 But
and perfected types of stucco
treatment, producing a series of
masterpieces in a succession of
styles that are unequaled any-

Stucco

Iran
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Even today, there are very skillful
stucco workers in Persia creating
handsome things, sometimes very
well designed. In too many cases,
however, they have become victims of the nineteenth century
Western preference for pictorial
realism, and naturalistic rosebuds
have less to recommend them
than the magnificent imaginary
blooms of earlier stucco. The
power of design, which requires
effort, talent and discipline, easily
degenerates as exacting standards
give way before such superficial
demands. But, in the hands of the
greatest Persian designers, stucco
was always especially adapted for
the expression of floral abundance

Tile & Mosaic
Faience

these inventive and often very
handsome stuccos are mostly
geometric pattern. Floral magnificence and exploitation of its fluid
Rivaling stucco but never compossibilities was capable of stimupletely displacing it was the
lating more symbolic and emoimpressive development of enamtional responses. The full developeled tile, considered Persia's greatment of this lyrical type of carved
est contribution to ornament. The
stucco was chiefly due to Persian
luster faience mihrabs which
inspiration and workmanship.
appeared at the end of the thirThe Persian mihrabs were largely
teenth century were exquisite,
the works of individual designers.
even startling in their beauty.
In fact these works fall into several
The demand for complicated flowell-defined groups, each exhibitral ornament, both abstract and
ing a similar style and feeling, but
roughly pictorial, had been well
the differences between these
established in the ornamentation
groups are not due to temof the tenth and eleventh
poral sequence. Instead, they
century Korans. The use of
are evidence of artistic indetiny fragments of cut tile
pendence and vitality. The
appeared first in Maragha in
exuberant, complicated
the beginning of the twelfth
three-dimensional type concentury and suggested the
tinued for over three hunpossibilities of combining
dred years. The precise elefinely divided units of such
gant mihrab of the Pir
tiles instead of the earlier sinHamza Push at Varamin
gle, solid colored tiles. This
dated 1180- almost contemtechnique of faience mosaic
porary with the Alaviyan-is
was continuously developed
as far apart from it in feeling
and improved until, by the
as Holbein from El Greco;
fifteenth century, it reached a
and the lacelike character of
degree of luxuriance-a purity
the stucco mihrab at Rezeieh
and intensity of harmonious
Detail of Wall Decorations, Sheykh Ahmad Ibn Abi-l-Hasan,
(1277) is of still another concolors-hardly ever equaled in
13th-14th centuries and 1440-43, Torbat-e Jaam, Iran
ception.
architectural ornament. It
In Persian stucco work of a high
quite literally has to be seen to be
and surging vitality. In the great
degree of inventiveness was main- mihrabs, it was capable of sustainappreciated, for so much of its
tained over long periods and the
appeal lies in fluctuating tones,
ing attention, a confusing (but not
variety of components used in
changing light and reflections;
confused) complex of multiple
stucco decoration is quite astoneven then, however, it seems
strands, emerging suddenly by
ishing, even greater than in the
impossible.
deep inner compulsion, creating
stucco of Western Islam, ancient
Whole buildings are invested
new forms and magical blooms.
though it is. Some of these elewith these brilliant colors and fluid
When beautifully designed and
ments changed and developed
designs that look as if they were
executed, stucco was the acme of
very rapidly, but others (like the
no more difficult to create than
opulence; patterns were lively and
guard stripes, which were very
painted patterns. In the Persian cliintricate in their movement, free
ingenious but simple) were often
mate painted designs could not
but rhythmic, providing the worrepeated with only slight modifilast in good condition for more
shipper with an opportunity for
cation over a period of centuries.
than a few generations, whereas
intoxicating self-obliteration and
for an intensely felt awareness of
an ultimate reality.
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Conclusion

The architecture of Persia across
the centuries displays great variety, both structural and aesthetic,
developing gradually and coherently out of prior traditions and
experience. Without sudden innovations and despite the repeated
trauma of invasions and cultural
shocks, it has achieved and indi-

Iran

of beauty, conducive to joy, contemplation and religious fervor. As
one inscription read: "The
mosques are the Gardens of
Paradise" - and so the Persian
builders and decorators made

Entrance to Imam Mosque, Esfahan

mosaic faience retains its color
indefinitely and is as fresh six hundred years later without loss of
luster.
By the time of Shah Abbas I, in
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, mosaic faience
covered entire buildings. In doing
so, the quality of many individual
panels doubtless deteriorated,
especially because of the introduction of enamel haft-rangi tile
as a replacement for mosaic
faience throughout many interiors.
In ornamentation as well as
structure, the Safavid period represents the culmination of Persian
traditions. At this time all of the
different decorative techniques
were combined: from the delicately painted plaster of the Sava
mihrab through faience mosaic to
painted enamel tiles and including
even the oldest technique of
enameled brickwork. This fostering of varied techniques must also
have been greatly aided by the
mobility of the craftsmen, for from
inscriptions we know that the
Safavid work at Sava was accomplished by a mason from Yazd,
that the Masjid-i-Ali portal at
Isfahan was made by a craftsman
from Tabriz, and that parts of the
Shrine at Mashhad were done by
artists from Isfahan and Shiraz.

viduality distinct from that of
other Muslim countries. Its paramount virtues are several: a
marked feeling for form and scale;
structural inventiveness, especially
in vault and dome construction; a
genious for decoration with a
freedom and success not rivaled
in any other architecture. While
plan and layout, especially in later
centuries, was of the highest
order, construction was rarely
equal in solidity and sophistication to European masonry. But the
very survival of so many early
monuments - especially the lofty
minarets - in a country afflicted by
devastating invasions and earthquakes, to say nothing of the
damage inflicted by brick-hungry
villagers, is proof that permanence
was an effective ideal for many
architects.
While decorative values are fully
exploited, the primary function of
these forms and patterns is to
emphasize, suggest and correlate
apparent constructive forces and
thus give the impression of continuous and harmoniously balanced energies. With the exception of the costly mosaic faience,
the materiasls used in Persian
building and the methods
employed permitted rapid and
inexpensive construction so that a
relatively small country was able
to create a disproportionately
large number of important monuments.There was a humane character to all of the arts of Persia.
The agonizing scenes depicted in
so much of Christian art were
repulsive to the Persian, who had
a lively appreciation of the charms
of the present world. This humanity is evident in the architecture,
which in the Islamic period especially, was for the general benefit,
accessible and shared by all. The
range of expressive effects varied
from the solemn and austere, to
grandeur, magnificence, or fairylike charm. Mosques were places

them, ornaments and valid
expressions of Islam.
……………….…….…….…….………….…………..
* Part of the Book "Persian
Architecture", published by Thames &
Hudson, London.
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Agha Bozorg Mosque / School (Masjed-e Agha Bozorg
Kashan, Architect: Haj Shabanali, 1825

Tradational Design Inspires

Iranian

Contemporary
Architecture
By: Ahmad Zohadi*

Architecture is not only a form of art, but
also many other forms of arts affect architecture in direct and indirect ways. To
achieve any positive and creative task, necessary conditions should be provided at
first. One of the most important and essenIssue15. Vol6. Winter 2015

tial conditions is the architectural and environmental "space" where creativity materializes; therefore, it is evident that architecture,
which itself is one of the seven categories of
art, also plays a critical role in the creative
flourishing of other art forms.
Iran
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regime, as a result of which the construction
activities came to a halt. However, after the
conclusion of the war, such activities were
resumed with a high speed, due to the
increase of population in major cities and
also because of the tremendous need for
adequate shelter.
Here, I would like to portray the image of a
few post Revolution era structures, even
though presenting a balanced view of architectural development for this period
requires a more comprehensive analysis of
the situation.
During and after the imposed war, migration to Tehran increased dramatically. As a

Dar-al- fonoon Entrance

I would like to highlight my view points to
analyze the theme and the message which
could best reflect the actual image of Iranian
contemporary architecture. Our cultural
beliefs shape the way we look at ourselves
and view our world. Some major factors
directly and indirectly affect and shape the
cultural identity of any society and this identity in turn creates and shapes all aspects of
that society including its art and architecture. These factors are historical, religious,
demographic, and geographical. Culture,
consist of sets of beliefs, traditions and ways
of life which societies adopt throughout
their history.
Furthermore, I would like to state that, the
architectural designs in the contemporary
era, should consider, keep and use its traditional identity, while at the same time incorporate the new and modern methods of
architecture where they may be more practical and suitable for today's needs.
The contemporary architecture of Iran
started during the Qajar dynasty in late 18th
Century when modernism and the modern
life style were introduced into Iran, where
several modern schools were built, including
the first higher education institute called
"Dar-al- fonoon" (polytechnic) while at the
same time, some Iranian students were sent
to Europe for advanced education.
The second period of contemporary architecture of Iran started right after the World
War I with the rule of a new dynasty called
Pahlavi. Due to the authoritarian nature of
that rule, the whole political, socio-economic and cultural structure of the country were
drastically influenced and changed.
The third period of contemporary architecture of Iran started after the World War II
with the rule of the new western backed
monarchy of Mohammad Reza Pahlavi,
which lasted for 37 years until the victory of
the Islamic revolution in1979. During this 37
years, (1941 to 1979), several architectural
styles based on socio-cultural and architectural development in the West were developed in the country.
The fourth period of the contemporary
architecture of Iran has started from the
Islamic revolution of 1979 to the present
time. Two years after the victory of the
Revolution, a devastating 8-year-war was
imposed on the country by Iraq's Baathist

Iran

result of this, the city's population grew rapidly and consequently the real estate developers used commercial style homes and
buildings which where only made for quick
financial gains and did not give much consideration to architectural expressions.
However, some good and significant projects have been developed during this period
which, among other factors, have taken into
consideration: aesthetic aspects, originality,
innovative ideas and concepts, modern technology, while being compatible and harmonious with its own time period, as well as
being competitive at international level.
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015
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Rafsanjan Sport
Complex

Location: Rafsanjan, Kerman
Architect: Seyed Hadi Mirmiran
Date: 1995

Tehran Bar
Associationociation
Location: Tehran
Architect: Seyed Hadi Mirmiran
Date: 2001

The design of this sports complex draws
on the typology of the traditional icehouses
of southern Iran. In a similar manner to the
icehouses, it combines an opaque volume
(the cone shaped Dome) with transparent
elements (the wall and the diagonal glazed
roof that divides indoor and Outdoor
pools). All internal walls are of brick and
exposed concrete, which helps preserve the
Spatial integrity of the interior despite the
diversity of the programmed (gymnasia,
pools, saunas, Restaurant, etc). The structure
is reinforced concrete: external walls are
double-layered and Insulated.
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The exterior of the Tehran Bar Association
represents the idea of 'justice' through an
abstraction of the form of a giant balance
(defined by brass and copper cladding).
The interior strives for Maximum transparency -- even for a 'sense of floating' -with offices organized in two vertical volumes divided by a light shaft that widens
as it proceeds upwards.

Iran
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Shahkaram Office &
Commercial Building

Location: Karaj
Architect: Hooman Balazadeh
Date: 2007

The concept of project windows is
derived from the idea of traditional Iranian
windows (Orosi) in which the small colorful
modules of glass both control the intensity
a colorful effect of light and shadow on the
inner surfaces. Adjusting the proportion of
the volume composition, since the building
has a narrow width in comparison to its
height, the whole complex is divided into
two major parts in width and height to
reduce the effect of stretched proportions.
Thus a big rectangular module was
arranged to define the general division of
main entrance, office and commercial units
on the main façade. The next step was
designing a texture on the main transparent
façade based on the concept of expanding
geometry; an Iranian architectural concept
in which one module becomes a base for
the formation of a whole complex.

Iran

Architectural Design
of Cinema Farhang
Location:Tehran
Architect: Bahram Shirdel
Date: 2011

In Tehran at the northern part of the district 3, in vicinity of Shariati St., a 3800 sqm
plot area, the current location of the Cinema
Farhang is the proposed location of this
important center of cultural cinematic complex. The project is generally divided into
three main Retail Central Public Terrace and
Movie Theaters. Both retail spaces and
movie theaters are separately located by the
central public terrace with the dual role connecting them and also act as an urban public space which causes a link between urban
space of Shariati St. and the Park at western
part of the project through a wide
stairway.The volumetric structure of this
project is derived from the idea of the dome
and specifically the Persian Orchin dome
which is formed by the placement of the
movie theaters and their lobbies.
This complex includes 12 movie theaters
with 150,250,350 and 500 seats capacity
with the ability of becoming a 1000 seats
auditorium to meet the needs of its public
events.
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Cultural Center
in Esfahan,

Architect: Farhad Ahmadi
Date: 2007

The project embrace several cultural
activities to attract different group of
audience and promote original Iranian
art in the scale of the city and international as well. The program consist of
(400 Seats) cinema/ (350seats) theater/
foyer/restaurant fountain vaults/coffee
shop/galleries/library/handicraft
Workshops/classes/offices/seminar
room/plateaus/art shopping/court
yards/ and a large pond. In harmony
with the original architecture in Esfahan
the facades are finished with handmade
brick and has been combined with
white hammered send stone. Brick and
stone also used for interior walls/
cement render with steel tube on the
corners and joints is the main material
for interior wall finish / reinforced concrete on the roof left expose from
inside and roughly hammered and steel
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beams underneath covered by galvanized metal sheets, in fact plenty of
details and joints have been fixed by
same material/ generally the source of
the lights are invisible and placed
inside the galvanized metal sheet pockets interior floor are covered by white
marble stone and some part matt
glass/ and outside with hammered gray
stone and the fountains are carved
from white travertine.
Besides using the local materials and
symmetrical geometry in the project, to
meet the local identity, looking for the
meaningful elements which could provide more intimate space for users
have been pursued.
These elements used to convey a
deep feeling which comes out from
Iranian spiritual thoughts.

Iran
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Iran

Mellat Cineplex Park
Location: Tehran
Architects: Reza Daneshmir &
Catherine Spiridonoff
Date: 2008
Architectural journals have played an
important role in the development of
Iranian contemporary architecture.
There are many architectural journals as
well as numerous website and blogs dedicated to- Architecture.
The Iranian Architects Society also regularly organizes conferences, exhibitions and
other event, as well as celebrations of senior Architects.
In 1979 there were four schools of architecture and some 3,000 architects in Iran.
Today the existence of some 300 schools of
architecture and 150,000 students creates
and explosion in the number of
Architectures in the country.

New approach:
Today, at the dawn of the 21st century,
there are a number of new projects and
approaches attributable especially to the
generation of architects born after the
1970s, that better represent the aspirations and realities of a society that is
struggling on many fronts.
The projects carried out by a number
of architects of this generation can play
an important role in enhancing the general quality of national architectural production in the coming years.

.......................................................................................................
*The author is an Iranian architect, researcher, publisher, CEO and Editor in Chief of 2A Architectural
magazine, Tehran.

Mellat Cineplex Park, Tehran (2008)
Iran
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Nur-Astana Mosque, Astana

Legacy of the Earliest Sedentary Tribes
In Kazakhstan, the traces of the earliest Paleolithic tribes have been found
in the south-western slopes of Karatau
mountains, in areas such as
Borykazgan and Tanirkazgan, Karasu
river and Betpak on the banks of
Bukhtarma and Arystandy rivers where
the stone inscriptions date back to 3010 thousand years BC. The dwellings
and settlements of the earliest sedentary tribes have been discovered in
the Central, Northern,
Western and Eastern
Kazakhstan. A.Kh.
Margulan believes that
Kazakhstan was once the
most populous country
of the Bronze Age (XVIIIVIII centuries BC) when
the residential houses
were built of several
rooms consisting
of 200 square

meters.
However, early in the first millennium BC, several types of mobile,
nomadic households emerged that
the historians attribute to Saka tribes.
Through the study of stationary
dwellings of the Middle and Late
Bronze Age with those of the nomadic
ones, some links and similarities could
be traced. Due to the lack of knowledge, often all types
of nomadic homes
(from the tent to
the polygonal cabins) have been
generally termed
"yurt". The invention and spread of
such houses and
their widespread
use date back to
the middle of
the first mil-
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lennium. The architectural structures surviving from the dawn of
humanity can be considered
human’s first efforts to materialize the spirit of his ancestors.
Evidence to this are different
types of megalithic constructions
that were erected in the shapes of
harsh rectangular with one or
several concentric circles, dolmens, stone coffins and fences.
The tradition of building megalithic structures continued for a
long time. With the changes that
occurred in the living ways and
the establishment of tribal
alliances, this tradition continued to exist until the early
Middle Ages (VIII-X century),
after which, with the formation
of feudalism within the country, the ancient traditions gradually became history and
where replaced by modern
forms. The art of architecture
had flourished among SyrDarya tribes, and the methods
they applied in building construction have been preserved
to date.
This is evidenced by the
architecture of the Tagisken
mausoleums located approximately 20 kilometers south-west
of Kzyl-Orda on the way to
Inkardarya. Architectural traditions of Tagisken dating to Late
Bronze Age further developed in
close connection to the previous
structures of Inkardarya valley
(attributed to the IV century BC)
made in the form of multi-chamber constructions with conical
domes towering above a cylindrical or prismatic shafts, which hold
a special, important place among
the architectural monuments of
Kazakhstan and Central Asia.

It was during the construction
of this mausoleum that domes
emerged as an important architectural form and design and
bricks were used as their main
building material. With the growing influence of Turkic tribes from
the east, many traditional customs including the funeral rituals,
changed and timber was used to
erect yurt-like tombs, covered
with conical and pyramidal vaults.
The emergence of such new form
of architecture was probably due
to the combination of traditional
forms of resident tribes of the
region with those of the Turks.
Then faceted walls and were
moved along with brick con-

Shakpak- Ata underground mosque

struction. Since this then, multifaceted, brick walls and domes
were built. During the time of
Sakas, Kazakhstan’s art reached a
sufficiently high level of development and structures of astonishing size and scale were erected.
Usuns and Kangs were the followers of Saka customs and traditions whose architectural methods developed through the years
700 (till the 5th century). In summers and winters, Usun
Mountains were host to the
nomadic tribes along the
Mountain Rivers. The archaeological excavations in Chirik Rabat,
located in Zhanadarya, have
Kazakhstan

unearthed the remains of two
structures named “Babishmulla II”.
The use of burnt bricks as floor
coverings in the northwestern
part of the building and a layer of
stucco with detailed ornamentation reflects high levels of architectural development during this
period.
Here, it is easy to find traces of
combination of some methods in
the architecture of mausoleum
that was the characteristic of residential houses of the time and its
combination with those designs
used in the architecture of
Khorezm castles during VII-VIII
centuries (Teshik Kala, Major
and Minor Kyz Kala), as well as
the residential dwellings of
ancient Pyanjikent, Varakhsha,
South Kazakhstan (Baba-Ata,
Aktobe-3, Kulana,… castles).
Due to the mass migrations
of the littoral tribes of Syr
Darya towards the south that
happened during the II century BC, the use of cross and
Apasiacae patterns became
popular in the architecture of
circular mausoleum.
"Chirik-Rabat" is the name of
a region in Amu Darya delta
that was mainly inhabited by
farmers. Here, Apasiacae culture
and traditions developed and
enriched well, the best example
of which is the outstanding architectural monuments of "BarakTam" settlement (IV-V century
BC) located in the northern delta
of Akchadarya on the borderlines
of present-day Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan.
Undoubtedly, architectural style
of the time was influenced by the
dominant ideology of the then
society. fire worshipers of these
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Mausoleum of Khwaja Ahmed Yasawi, Turkestan
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steppes well promoted the
Zoroastrian doctrine. In the first
century AD, when Buddhism took
over Mazdaism, Christianity
appeared. Archeological excavations of "Chol-Tobe" and "KyzylKainar" settlements in Talach valley have revealed ruins of two
grand architectural complexes
including two unique Christian
churches dating to the beginning
of Common Era which are matchless in world architecture.
Due to the formation of Turkic
khanate, architectural and building styles went through significant changes that left a major
influence on the construction
methods of traditional memorial
structures that have reached us
down the generations to the
present times. In this period, cultural and urban structures such as
castles and palaces, temples, and
so on, became architecturally very
developed. These include KuirukTobe, Baba-Ata, Aktobe, Taraz,
Kulan - a sanctuary in
Kokmardan, Barak-Tam, Akyrtas
castle-palace and others, con-

structed mainly in the VII-IX centuries. Among the early Middle
Ages castles of southern
Kazakhstan, the remains of
unique "Akyrtas" stone structure
dating to VII-VIII centuries is significant. Polyfunctional castlepalaces were constructed to serve
as strong fortifications against
the enemies, housing caravans
and performing religious rituals…
The Arab conquest infused a
new phase of development for
those who were seeking new
social relations in the south of
Kazakhstan which contributed to
the development of new types of
buildings and structures.

The Middle Ages (XXVIII centuries)
Since the 10th century, the
nomads started expanding the
yurts interior space. To this purpose, they improved the design
and lighting conditions, as well as
the beauty of the appearance.
Until the 13th century, the
palace structures, mobile
dwellings (covered wagons), and
huts made of tree leaves and
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branches existed in the nomadic
societies.
During XVI-XVII centuries,
nomadic yurt dwellings were
replaced by doubled-domed
houses called "Turk" and
"Mongol" types, the distinguishing feature of which was a relatively flat roof that was more convenient for carriage, and more
reliable aerodynamic quality in
exposure to strong steppe winds.
The erection of the so-called
"tower mausoleums" became
popular during the X-XI centuries.
Although it is impossible to link
the construction of such funerary
structures with religious instructions or believing in the afterlife,
but this tradition accelerated with
the spread of Islam. The idea of
commemorating the memory of
the ancestors (which was regarded as a social duty for the
nomads) was best expressed in
the construction of vertical buildings.
One of the most outstanding
historical monuments of
Kazakhstan in the new period is
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the Babaji Khatun mausoleum
(end of X - beginning of XI century), located 28 kilometers from
Taraz, where the feudal architecture begins. With its unique architectural composition, this mausoleum became the first of marquee type buildings. Another
attraction of this mausoleum are
its two domes: the internal one is
hemispherical and ribbed while
the external is a pyramidal, corrugated hipped roof. It is distinguished from other structures
due to its simplicity of forms, limited ornamentation yet high quality of construction - that has preserved the structure safe for centuries. Architecture of Karakhan
mausoleum is also notable. It is
believed that the construction of
this structure has laid the ground
for the birth of other architectural
masterpieces such as Aisha Bibi,
which is considered as one of the
unique structures throughout the
territory of Central Asia and
Kazakhstan. Judging by the half
survived facade, the surrounding
area and the restored exterior by

M. Bulatov, one may presume
that it is an artwork of an outstanding master architect, with
full command over construction
techniques.
Mongol domination of the
region hindered more growth
and flourishing of the architecture
throughout the whole territory.
Gradually, the negative consequences of the presence of
Mongols in the central, southwest
and western parts of the region –
where the art of architecture was
highly revered – diminished and
another epoch began for the further development and flourishing
of this art form.
During the XIV century, in
Mangyshlak Peninsula, missionaries erected the first mosques for
the promotion of Islam and to
keep people from harsh climatic
conditions and thus, more than
ten underground mosques have
been found in this area. The
structures of southern Kazakhstan
of the XIV century are testimony
to the high level of architecture of
the period. For example, Shakpak
Ata mosque is a matchless architectural monument being the first
and only structure of Central Asia
and Kazakhstan with a stone
façade. The impressive Khoja
Ahmed Yasawi mausoleum was
built in Turkestan during XIV and
XV centuries and is a synthesis of
artistic traditions of Mesopotamia
with those of Kazakhstan’s local
architecture. The architectural
plan of the mausoleum left a
great impact on the folk architecture of Kazakhstan which was
preserved for centuries.

Late XIX – Beginning
XX Centuries
During this period, the main
types of nomadic dwellings are
formed with the main one being
the Kazakh yurt with a strong
national identity and regional
Kazakhstan

characteristics. Thus in a nomadic
society, architectural and artistic
ideas evolved in specific conditions which aimed at creating a
type of dwelling that is light,
durable, beautiful and useful. It
should be noted that an individual family had several yurts.
The accession of Kazakhstan to
Russia has contributed to the
development of a settled form of
management against a background of "shoshaly" (earthhouses and overground buildings) leading to more intensive
development of land and rectangular dwellings. Along with local
types of dwellings with typically
adobe walls and flat roofs, houses
of Russian peasant immigrants,
Ukrainian jerry buildings and
Uzbek huts were formed. In the
Western and North-Western parts
of Kazakhstan with cold and
long-lasting winters, a totally new
design was produced as a solution to the residential estate with
compact layout of all elements.
Farm buildings, cattle-breeding
premises, stockrooms for food
storage and equipment, combined in one large building
joined the residential homes.
Light wood coverings on the
columns provided the ground to
mask such a large building and
divide it into separate premises.
Especially in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, quite significant changes happened in the
architecture of Kazakhs houses.
More prosperous part of the population had two and often three
or four bedrooms apartments
instead of the old single-roomed
houses. There was no more
necessity for fortified settlements;
construction had gone beyond
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Kostanay Mosque in northern Kazakhstan

the stronghold. This process contributed to a radical change in
the type of rural dwellings. A differentiation of dwelling on functional grounds occurred, but the
architectural-artistic organization
of space, particularly the living
room and kitchen-dining room,
almost completely preserved
theirs traditional structure. In the
Semirechye district new type of
residential houses called
"korzhun" appeared.
Immigrants from Russia and
the settled autochthonic population of the land built new types of
dwelling houses which can be
divided into four types according
to their architectural, functional,
and artistic features.
In the first half of the 19th century, construction business
reduced in scale and was mainly
supported in the western and
central Kazakhstan. There were
sufficiently large memorial buildings in the West. The construction
of mausoleums of Taichik (early
XIX century), Tulek (1930s), Tortkora (1940s) and others are typical of the architecture of central
Kazakhstan at that period. Typical
architecture of the XIX century is
reflected in the appearance of the
above mentioned buildings.
Concentrically-tent-like mausoleums and mausoleums with
porticos on the facades (evidence
of the influence of European
architecture, which came via
Russia) emerged for the first time
here.
The final 30 years of the XIX
century has a special place in the
history of folk architecture. The
regular process flourished mainly
in southern, central and western
regions of the Republic. This is

evidenced by the architecture of
the mosque-mausoleum of BabaAta, Jabrail, Mirali-Bab,
Zhusupbek mausoleums in South
Kazakhstan, Kara-Sopa in
Kyzylorda, Sagyn-Dyka, Jantaya,
Aktobe, Baitymbeta in Jambul
regions. Nevertheless, the main
type of tombstones still had a
portal and dome.
The architects continued to
strive for the perfection of the
plasticity of the basic size of
structures. Examples include the
mausoleum of Mirali-Bab in
Sayram built in the late XIX century, Jabrail in Turbat village and
others. It is impossible not to pay
careful attention to the appearance of concentrically domeshaped and new multi-domed
types of tombstones in southern
Kazakhstan highlighting the innovative trends in architecture of
the late XIX century. An example
of the first one is the Rustembeka
mausoleum in the Tasty village of
South Kazakhstan region.
Sagyndyk mausoleum has an
unusual pentagonal type which is
not very widespread in
Kazakhstan.
Moreover, the final 30 years of
the XIX century was a heyday
period in the architecture of western Kazakhstan when in a relatively short period of time, quite a
lot of facilities appeared: the
Imanbai (1870), the Ergalia (1874),
the Murza-Muru (1880), the
Zhuban (1895-1896), the Aitaman
(1897-1898), the Omar and Tur
(1897) and N. Kalishula (1900)
mausoleums, which are the pearls
of not only of West Kazakhstan
architectural school, but of the
entire Kazakh architecture.
The quest for best metaphorical
illustration of the afterlife as well
as love and finding beauty could
be found in the historical objects
of the late XIX and beginning of
XX centuries especially in
Mangyshlak Peninsula (and in

Babaji Khatun Moseleum, Taraz
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Nurbergan Mausoleum façade
more than the others). During
this period, simple structures with
cylindrical domes and thick walls
emerged that soon became popular among the residents of western Kazakhstan.
Annexation to Russia contributed inclusion of Kazakhstan
in the economic system of the
developing Russian capitalism.
The emergence of new residential
settlements in industrial regions
contributed to the outflow of
indigenous Muslim population of
the steppes towards towns, where
they constructed mosques to
practice their religion.
Construction of important administrative and business centers and
public buildings commenced at
the instruction of the Russian
capital and for example, in 1795,
at the instruction of Queen
Catherine II, the first stone
mosque was erected in Kyrgyz
steppes of Petropavlovsk.
Analysis of late XIX and beginning XX century mosques indicates that although a general
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Blue-roofed Central Museum, Almaty

guideline had been prescribed
for the construction of such structures, but folk, regional features
were observed.
Among the religious Islamic
buildings of Kazakhstan, a small
group of mosques with freestanding minarets are found.
Here minarets are built on a specific order with regular decrease
in the shaft volume from the bottom to the top, which creates the
illusion of greater height of
minarets than they actually are.
Alternations of black and white
horizontal bands on façade
designs are reminiscent of Turkish
mosques; windows with horseshoe arches resemble those of
Spanish-Maghreb architecture,
but at the same time with a hint
of gothic pattern. The bow cupola
over the entrance could have
been the direct influence of
Russian architecture, or have even
more complex roots tracing back
to the common architectural features of North Africa to Japan.
Another example of the
mosques in this group is the so-

called Great Mosque of Casa
Lynskey which deserves attention
as the Kazakh version of the
Central Asian mosques.
The mosque - madrasah complex built by a merchant called
Valibaem Yoldashevym in 18871892 in Zharkent holds a special
place in the architecture of the
late XIX century Kazakhstan.
Although allegedly, the complex
was built "without drawings," yet
it stands out for its fine urban
planning and occupies an entire
city block in the downtown area.
The main building of the mosque
is surrounded by a park. These
types of yards and their design
were very popular throughout the
north-eastern regions of Xinjiang
of that time and are rooted in the
pre-Islamic temples of Central
Asia where religious building was
located in the middle of the yard.
The mosque has a square plan
with a square mihrab in the
south-west side of the large
structure. It is a synthesis of folk,
traditional architecture with those
of the Chinese ones. It is definitely a best example of the fine
works of master folk artists of
Kazakhstan (Hasan Pulat, Ruzi
Kazakhstan

Selim and others).
With the accession of
Kazakhstan to Russia, the
Russian-European architectural
traditions began to leave its footprint on the architecture and
especially the urban planning of
the country. Among them,
Christian religious buildings hold
a special place. One of the most
outstanding works of the
Orthodox religious architecture of
the XVIII century, preserved in the
territory of Kazakhstan, is the
Archangel Michael Cathedral in
Uralsk (1741-1751).
In the 90s of the XIX century,
the architecture of religious buildings of Christians in Kazakhstan
was enriched: new groups of
churches and cathedrals emerged
in some of which, the "Greek"
cross, with equal length and
width were placed.
………….........................................………..
Compiled by ECI Staff Members from
the Great Soviet Encyclopedia.
Russian-Persian Translation: Mohsen
Hajjarian
Persian-English Translation: Parisa
Firouzkouhi
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lapsible wooden frame, which people still live
in when they take their animals to the summer
pastures.
Throughout the country, floors and walls are
lined with carpets and fabric hangings.
Furniture usually is placed along the walls, leaving most of a room empty.
Public art abounds in the form of statues,
murals, roadside plaques, and building decorations. One of the most popular themes is
Manas, the legendary father and hero of the
Kyrgyz people.
His deeds are commemorated in the
national epic Manas, which is chanted
by manaschis. Manas is the symbol
of Kyrgyz bravery and is often
shown astride a rearing horse,
with sword in hand, fighting the
enemies of the Kyrgyz people.
While they call Manas their
"father," the Kyrgyz do not
see themselves as a warlike people. Instead,
they are a family of
artists. This identity is
embodied in the
yurt, or boz-ui,
the traditional
Kyrgyz
dwelling. The
boz-ui is an
important
cultural
symbol,

Detail of Burana Tower, Chuy Valley

The Kyrgyz people did not have an established architecture of their own before they
came under Russian rule. Governmental and
urban architecture is in the Soviet style. Cities
were designed with many parks and plazas
filled with benches that focused on monuments to Soviet achievements. Much of the
housing in urban centers consists of large
apartment blocks, where families live in two- or
three-room apartments. Bazaars come in all
sizes, and are divided so that products of the
same type are sold side by side.
Most houses are of one story, with
open-ended peaked roofs that
provide storage space.
Outer decorations vary by
ethnicity. Families live in
fenced-in compounds
that may contain the
main house, an outdoor kitchen, barns
for animals, sheds
for storage, gardens, and fruit
trees. The traditional
dwelling was
the
portable
boz-ui,
made of
wool
felt
on a
col-
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Burana Tower

as both the center of the Kyrgyz family and the
showplace of Kyrgyz art. The Kyrgyz flag reflects this.
On a field of red a yellow sun is centered with forty
rays coming from it. In the center of the sun is a
tunduk, the top of the boz-ui. It was under this that
the family gathered.
Inside the boz-ui are hung all the forms of Kyrgyz
craftsmanship, including rugs called shirdaks. They
are made of brightly colored appliquéd wool felt,
with stylized nature motifs that have been passed
down for generations. These motifs are also often
used for borders and decorations on public art.

The Burana Tower, dating to 10th-11th centuries, is
located 12 km to the southwest of Tukmok on the
way to the picturesque Kegety gorge on northern
slopes of Kyrgyz ridge. This cultural and historical
monument belongs to Karakhanids that had much
of Central Asian under their command around 900
years ago.
Built on an octagonal stone plinth, the Minaret is
made of burnt bricks. There are ornamental brickworks have been applied in a specific order around
the tower shaft which reduces in diameter from 9 m

Manas is the name of the Kyrgyz epic and the hero
- the main character- that united Kyrgyz tribes. With
500,553 lines of story narrated by Prince Sayakbaya,
it is often referred to as the world's longest epic.
Unlike other epics, the Kyrgyz epic "Manas", is the
story of not only the hero but eight consecutive
generations of one family. The name "Manas" was
chosen to honor the hero and Kyrgyz Khan named
Manas. It was composed in 9th-10th centuries with
its first lines appearing in 1856. Legends abound
that "Manas" is the word of God not man. When the
composer of Manas Epic woke up after sleeping, he
found himself capable of composing its verses.
Manas is the famous national hero of the Kyrgyz
people, the embodiment of strength, courage and
wisdom. The epic narrates the stories of the struggles of the seven generations of a family fighting for
the freedom and prosperity of Kyrgyz people.
"Manas" consists of eight parts, each of which is
named after the main character and narrates the
stories of his generation of heroes. The characteristic
feature of "Manas" is the abundance of heroes'
images and epic pictures. In addition, the "Manas"
also illustrates the scenes of wars and battles.
"Manas" has been translated and published in
Chinese language in China with the most interesting
parts translated into English, French, German and
Japanese. Kyrgyz national epic "Manas" is not only
very popular among the Kyrgyz people but also
round the globe. Declaring the year 1995 "Year of
Manas" testifies to this fact.

Historical Architecture

Kyrgyzstan has a rich history dating back to antiquity. On the territory of the republic there are more
than 5,000 archeological and architectural monuments of historical importance.

Kyrgyz Rep

Bishkek Modern Architecture

Manas Monument

at the bottom to 6 m at the top. The tower's height
used to be 44-48 m of which 21 m has now
remained. On the southern part, there is a doorway
at a height of 5 m from the ground with a steep,
winding stairway leading the visitors inside the
tower and enabling them to climb to the top.
Excavations conducted in the tower's surrounding
areas have uncovered the remains of three mausoleums and dwellings houses dating to XI-XII centuries. Probably, Burana was the tallest structure of
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the ancient city Balasagun, the northern capital of
Turkic states Karakhanids. In 1218, the conquest of
the city by the Tatar and Mongols lead to the
destruction of the Balasagun in a way that in the
XIV century, the civilization here ceased to exist.
In 1976, Burana ancient settlement was declared
a state reserve. Having been restored, the settlement was opened in 1977 as a National
Archaeological and Architectural Museum called
the "The Republic's Museum of Archeology". The
main landmarks of this open-air museum are the
Burana Tower and the tomb stones carved in the
shape of idols (6th-10th centuries). Other treasures of the museum are stone petroglyphs (dating
to 1 thousand BC) and additional archaeological
artifacts.

Ak-Beshim Settlement

Krasnorechenskoye (or Krasnaya Rechka) is a village
in the Chuy Province of Kyrgyzstan 8 km east of
Kant. The town of Krasnaya Rechka (Navikat) has
long been one of the most important of all the
urban settlements in the Chuy Valley and in the
Tien-Shan region.
The remains of this ancient city are located 38 kilometers east of Bishkek. It is a typical of 5-10 centuries' settled culture. The irregular mounds and
softy eroded clay walls rippling off the valley floor
are the remains of the Silk Road City of Navekat,
which flourished from the 6th to the 12th centuries.
The founders were Sogdians; Navekat means "new
city" in Sogdian. Archaeological excavations in and
around the town have revealed remains of two
Buddhist temples south of the town walls and a
Buddhist cemetery, a fortress, a Karakhanid palace
complex, Nestorian-Christian cemeteries and votive
stones in the citadel as well as a Zoroastrian fire altar
and grave site in the western suburbs.
Moreover, pieces of Buddhist paintings and sculptures, as well as a huge Buddha statue (over 12 m) of
cast clay ornamented with finely elaborated colored
drapery and coloring have also been unearthed.

Tash-Rabat Caravanserai

Built in the 10th century in the northern part of the
Kyrgyz Republic, Tash-Rabat Caravanserai was once a
popular inn for merchants and travelers. Erected
back in the 15th century, 80 km from the modern
district center of At-Bashi, this place is said to have
initially served as a monastery, later on turning to an
Tash-Rabat Caravanserai

Six km to north-west of Burana Tower is the AkBeshim settlement (Suyab) which is considered one
of the cultural and economic centers of the Chui
Valley (6-7 centuries.). The city is spread over a vast
area including Shahristan (the city center) with a
citadel of a total area of 35 ha enclosed by a suburban area of about 60 hectares. The city is surrounded by thick walls thus separating the civic and rural
settlements from the outskirts. The excavations here
have revealed the remains of two Buddhist temples,
a Christian church, a palace structure and an array
of residential houses, irrigation networks and other
features of medieval architecture. Probably, this area
had been the original location of Balasagun city,
subsequently overgrown to the east.

Krasnaya Rechka (Red River)
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structures preserved well to date.

inn on the trade routes from Central Asia to
China. Actually, few stone structures have stood
the test of time in Central Asia one of them
being the very Tash-Rabat Caravanserai. It is
one of the largest stone structures built
throughout the ancient Central Asia. Massive
stone walls with two towers and a powerful
entrance portal served as reliable protection for
the guests. In 1980, archeologists began studying the details of the structure's plan. The walls
were in 35,7 in 33,7 m with several domes. The
building's interior is composed of a large hall
with 31 rooms around. Out of these 31 rooms,
twenty one have high domed roofs with patterned interiors while the other eleven are for-

Koshoi-Gorgon Settlement

Located 20 km west of At-Bashi, KoshoiGorgon are the remains of an ancient 250x250
m fortress dating to 8th-10th centuries which
served as a military headquarters of the rulers
in the east of the Karakhanids' state. It is a
model of Muslim architecture, located on the
caravan route.

Manas Gumbez

Manas Gumbez (mausoleum) is located 20 km
from the Talas city at the foot of Karool-Choka
Mountain. It is a religious, memorial complex of
XIV century the main landmark of which is a
portal-dome brick mausoleum with an internal
and external ogival dome and a ribbed tent on
a drum crowning almost the entire cubic volume. After the reconstruction in 1970, the
Manas Ordosu memorial complex was opened
including Manas Gumbez, Manas MuseumReserve and a mosque. According to some
sources, in 1334, an Emir's daughter was buried
in Gumbez.

Saimaluu-Tash Petroglyphs

Ken-Kol Burial

nicated. The main hall's floor is covered with
flat stones while others lack such covering. In
some rooms, deep hallows could be seen on
the floor, one of them being 2,7 m deep and
0,9 m wide. The name of the building's architect is still remained shrouded in mystery. The
historians suppose that the caravanserai have
been constructed at the instruction of
Mohammad Khan, a then local ruler. However,
the aboriginals are of the opinion that it was
erected by a father and son. When the construction work is over, the boy finds out about a
caravan approaching. Out of curiosity, he goes
to welcome the travelers but never returns
because there was a beautiful girl travelling
with the caravan for whom the boy leaves his
family. Tash-Rabat is one of the rare medieval
Kyrgyz Rep

Ken-Kola Cemetery located in Talas region
consists of more than 60 mounds belonging to
3-2 centuries BC.

Osh

Osh is one of the most ancient cities of Asia.
The first settlement were established at the foot
of the four-peaked Bara-Kuh Mountain (160 m)
3,000 years ago. In the XIV century, Sheikh
Suleiman was buried there and the mountain
was therefore named Takht-i-Suleiman
(Suleiman's throne), and consequently,
Suleiman-Too became a sacred mountain.
There are still pilgrims who come here in the
hope of healing in the holy place the proof of
which are colored pieces of fabrics tied to the
branches of trees and shrubs. Legends have
that imprints of the horse shoes belong to
Prophet Babur's horse. At one of its vertices,
there is the house of Babur, a mausoleum of
XVI-XVII centuries.
On the mountain slope there is a cave with a
museum. Osh city itself is home to Rawat
Abdulla Khan mosque (XVI-XVII cc), Asaf ibn
Buhriya mausoleum (XVII-XVIII cc), Alymbek
Datka mosque (XIX c.) and around 30 other historical monuments. Ancient Osh (IV century BC
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Shorobashat settlements were built in IV-I centuries BC.
Occupying an area of about 70 hectares
(1400?500m) between Uzgen and Jalal-Abad
are the ruins of Shorobashat settlement, the
large administrative, military and religious center of the IV-V centuries BC. It is surrounded by
a single shaft, about 3 km long and 6 m in
height and consists of four relatively independent fortified parts: the citadel, the religious
complex, a refuge and a military camp. The
trapezoidal-shaped fortress-citadel is approximately 250,300 m enclosed, on the northwest,
with a fenced area for conducting religious ceremonies. Two structures have remained relatively untouched here. In the first one, few
sculptures were found while the second house-

- V century AD) was an important settlement
on the Great Silk Road. The remains of many
ancient castles such as Mirzalim-Dobo, ChayanDobo, Otuz -Atyr, fortress Mady and others
have been discovered on the city outskirts. The
Surot-Tash rock, with more than 100 petroglyphs (1st millennium BC), is located on the
suburbs of Osh.

Located on the caravan route from Samarkand
to Kashgar, Uzgen is an ancient city of VIII-IX
centuries on the territory of Kyrgyzstan. It used
to look as a mighty fortress. By becoming the
capital of Fergana in the XI-XII centuries, Uzgen
strengthened its position. The central part of
the city was full of picturesque buildings with
narrow streets and the market square, caravanserais and public baths. There were large
madrassas and mosques but now only a
minaret and 3 mausoleums located 120 km
from the city, remind the visitors of the city's
glorious past as the best examples of Central
Asian architecture of XI-XI centuries. Uzgen
architectural complex, with square-planned
halls and elaborated decoration on the main
façade, is a typical of portal-domed memorial
buildings., The middle mausoleum dating to the
beginning of the XI century, and the earliest
structure of the complex, had external dimensions of 12x12 m and internal - 8.5 x 8.5 m; it
was decorated with patterned brickwork and
carvings and had two portals on the south and
west. Facades of the northern (1152-1153) and
southern (1186-1187) mausoleums have been
developed into rectangular portals, with an
entrance portico with a lancet arch on columns.
The façade is delicately ornamented with
inscriptions holding a flat plate. In addition to
the patterned brickwork and carved stucco,
these mausoleums are decorated with carved
terracotta.

Kara Darya Settlement

Located between Uzgen and the village of
Kara- Yining, Kara-Darya settlement dating to
3rd-4th, centuries BC, is an example of the
Kushan architecture.

Shorobashat

Kyrgyzstan is a country with a rich history.
There are more than 5000 architectural monuments of historical significance on its territory.
Kara-Daria, Kosh-Bulak, Djanybazaeskiy and
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015

12th century Karakhanid mausoleum in Uzgen, Osh

Uzgen

hold, there were cooking pits and hallows to
live in. The western part served as a refuge for
the people while enemies attacked. The military
camp is built in the form of an oblique square,
which distinguishes it from the typical oval
plans of other fortifications.

Shah-Fazil Mausoleum

The Mausoleum of Shakh-Fazil is in the SafidBulend village of Jalal-Abad region, presumably
dating to the 9th-12th centuries. Built of brick
on an octagonal plan, it is covered with a dome
with rich internal decoration and a plain external appearance.
The complex includes a nature monument the Archa-Mazar sacred mountain - and the
Kyrgyz Rep
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Bronze Age monuments of 18th-19th centuries.
Later, the Alamberdar mausoleum complex of the
19th century, the Holy Hermit Cave, Shah-Fazil mausoleum and Safid-Bulent mausoleum were included
in the complex. A characteristic feature of these sites
is the combination of simple living with that of luxury decorations in the interior, reflected through delicate stucco works and carvings of blue, yellow and
red colors. The mausoleum is a square building of 11
metres height. The interior is decorated with rich
stucco carvings called Ganch. Legends have it that
here, defenseless people were once attacked and
2700 soldiers beheaded. A local girl called "Bulan"
washes all decapitated heads to find her beloved's
head. Archeological excavations have revealed that
the ruler of Fergana, Mahmud ibn Nasir, known as
Shah Fazil has been buried here and the mausoleum
has been built in his honor. In 2003, the mausoleum's building was restored. Nowadays, Shah Fazil
mausoleum is not only of great scientific and historical value but serves as a place of regular pilgrimage.

Karakol

Saimaluu-Tash

Saimaluu-Tash (Kyrgyz "painted stone") is one of
the world's largest galleries of petroglyphs. In the
north-eastern slope of the Fergana Range (not very
far from Kazarman), around 91,900 and at an altitude of over 3,000 m besides Kara Darya, about
15,625 petroglyphs have been discovered totally
making 107,525 petroglyphs dating to 3rd-2nd millenniums BC. The cultural, historical landmarks are
the basis of the spiritual culture of the Kyrgyz people, their distinctive national traditions, customs,
folklore, national cuisine, numerous pieces of decorative art and crafts, traditional folk ceremonies and
theatrical performances.
..........................................................................................................................
Courtesy of the Embassy of the Kyrgyz Republic, Tehran

Karakol Cathedral

Karakol has served as Russia's outpost in the IssykKul region since 1869. A pier has been built close to
the dock on the road from Kazakhstan to Kashgar.
Moreover, a 8.5 m high and 365 tons monument was
built in 1982 after Prjevalski, the renowned Russian
traveler and researcher. Above this monument, there
is a one-toned eagle with its wings 3 m widespread
sitting on a stone cliff. Each of the monument's
details has a symbolic meaning. Other landmarks of
the complex beside the monument include a muse-

um and a tomb of a traveler.
Among the famous architectural monuments of
Karakol are the Buddhist-style, Dungan mosque
(19th century), a Christian church built in 1871. In the
10th-12th centuries, a chain of residential houses
were built around Issyk-Kul Lake on one of the main
Silk Road routes. Cities consisted of citadels, shahristans and loosely arranged dwellings of farmers and
nomadic herders. During the conquest of Kokand
(18th century), the Kokand troops built fortifications
- called Kokand fortresses - on hills and encircled
them with rectangular closed walls.
Throughout the Issyk-Kul territory, there are lots of
archaeological and architectural monuments. On
Issyk-Kul's southern shore, there are ruins dating to
14th century. In Cholpon-Ata, there is an open air
museum exhibiting petroglyphs (rock carvings).

Kyrgyz Rep
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by the British during the British Colonial Period
(1848-1947). It was inspired by the classical architecture of Europe and the Victorian and Edwardian
Architecture of England. With the starting of the railways and laying of railway tracks in the mid 19th
century, use of steel girders in construction to span
large spaces became increasingly popular. Some of
the large structures like railway stations, markets and
public halls employed steel girders in the roofing
system.

was developed after the coming of the Greeks in the
1st Century BCE. A good example of this is in Taxila,
near Islamabad where the Gandhara Civilization (1st
Century BCE-11th Century CE) flourished and was at
its peak during the 1st to 5th Century CE. Here the
world's first university was established, housed in a
sprawling campus of structures with courtyards and
large enclosed open spaces. Inspiration for these
spaces undoubtedly came from the Roman arenas
and employed for the first time in Buddhist places
of worship.

In order to consolidate their rule, the British constructed army cantonments adjacent to key towns
and cities of India. This was followed by civic build-

During the Ghauri and Sultanate Period (12th to
15th Century) when artisans from Central Asia and
Khurasan came along not only with invading Muslim
armies but also with missionary sufi saints, a new
tradition in architecture evolved. Decorative motifs
with indigenous elements were effectively used and
the structures became more and more refined. The
tombs of the sufi saint Bahauddin Zakaria (1260)
and his grandson Shah Ruknuddin Alam (1320) in
the city of Multan are excellent examples of the
refined Sultanate Architecture.
There are some wonderful examples of architecture
of the Imperial Mughal Period (15th to 18th Century)
found in and around Lahore and in the southern
town of Thatta where the unique Shah Jahani
Mosque is located. New elements in the design
were introduced, like the use of water fountains and
water channels in beautifully laid out formal gardens
that were integral to the architecture. Red sandstone
and marble were used as exterior cladding and
exquisite tile work, pietra-dura and fresco in the
interiors of the monumental structures like the
Lahore Fort, Badshahi Mosque and Moghul Emperor
Jahangir's tomb. In other public and residential
buildings the construction was predominantly in
brick and wood.
Temples and Gurdwaras built during the Sikh period (18th and 19th century) had a distinct influence
of Mughal Architecture and the architecture of the
Hindu temples of the north.
An entirely new architectural style was introduced
Pakistan

Bahria Mosque by Nayyar Ali Dada

The Arabs invaded the southern part of what is
now Pakistan in the 7th century and introduced
Islamic motifs and the Kufic script in the mosques
that they built. During this time the north was ruled
by the Hindu Shahi dynasty and the Hindu temples
that they constructed particularly along the salt
range, south-east of Islamabad, were greatly influenced by the Gandhara tradition and the Hindu
architecture of Kashmir.

ings that housed government offices and institutional buildings such as hospitals and schools, mainly
for the British elite, and, churches of both the
Protestant and Roman Catholic denominations in
the Gothic Style. In the later part of the Colonial
period, a new architectural movement started with
the emulation of indigenous design vocabulary
using bluster columns, multi-foiled arches, domes
and cupolas which resulted in some magnificent
public buildings like the Islamia College, Peshawar, a
string of buildings in Lahore, such as the High Court,
Railway Station, Tollington Market, Government
College, Aitcheson College, Town Hall and Lahore
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015

Alhamra Complex, Lahore, by Nayyar Ali Dada

Museum, and, the St. Patrick's Cathedral, Empress
Market, Frere Hall, Sindh High Court, Sindh
Assembly, Cantonment Railway Station and a host of
other buildings in Karachi, constructed during the
latter half of the 19th and early part of the 20th
Century.

Post Independence - First Phase
(1947-1977)

When Pakistan was created, there were only a
handful of architects in practice, the majority of who
were trained in UK or in Indian schools following the
British system. There were a few British architects,
already practicing in the larger cities, who had
stayed on. Over the next twenty years, only a few
architects, all foreign educated, joined the ranks.
Pakistan did not have an architecture degree programme until the early sixties when the National
College of Arts (originally Mayo School of Art)
upgraded its 3-year architectural assistantship
course to a full-fledged 5-year programme and the
Faculty of Architecture was introduced in the newly
established West Pakistan University of Engineering
& Technology in Lahore and the East Pakistan
University of Engineering & Technology in Dhaka,
graduating their first batches in 1967.
With the influx of millions of Muslim refugees from
India, the bulk of them settling in Karachi and other
cities and towns of Sindh Province in the South and
in Lahore and some other towns of Punjab Province
in the North, this was one of the largest migrations
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015

in world history requiring massive new infrastructure
and housing. The well established engineering profession provided the professional and technical
expertise to support this but due to the dire shortage of architects, the engineers and draftsmen took
on the role of the architect with disastrous results.
Engineering firms grew larger and more influential,
bagging design contracts of major projects.
Among the handful of architects of the first generation the name of Mahdi Ali Mirza (1910-62) stands
out. Although Mirza designed very few buildings,
he left a rich architectural legacy for a generation of
architects to emulate. His houses in Karachi and
Lahore have a distinct flavor reminiscent of Frank
Lloyd Wright's Chicago homes. He extensively used
locally quarried stone in his structures and provided
large window openings to create harmony with the
surrounding greenery and water bodies which he
meticulously designed. Among the public buildings
he designed as Chief Architect of the Government
were the Forest Training Institute in Peshawar and
Pakistan Security Printing Corporation in Karachi.
In a design competition conducted by the
Government of Pakistan through the International
Union of Architects in 1957 for the mausoleum of
the Father of the Nation Mohammed Ali Jinnah,
Mirza, who then worked for the Government was
not allowed to take part in the competition. His
interest and enthusiasm did not prevent him from
secretly submitting a proposal through Raglan
Squire & Partners of UK who had their offices in
Pakistan

Expo Center, Lahore by Nayyar Ali Dada
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Karachi and were working on other projects. From
out of the fifty plus international entries, Mirza's
entry was selected for award of first prize. It is
another matter that because of family interference
and pressure, the competition results were set aside
and the project was handed to Yahya Merchant from
Bombay, an old architect friend of Jinnah's family.
Mirza founded and was
Principal of the first school of
architecture in Karachi in 1954
with the objective to create a
cadre of architectural assistants.
This school was subsequently
upgraded to a degree awarding
institution twenty years later.
Mirza is also credited with
founding the Institute of
Architects, Pakistan of which he
was elected its first President in
1957. After unsuccessfully
struggling to fight off cancer for
two years, Mirza died in early
1962 in a London hospital.

Pakistan
were employed and later when in private practice
during the sixties and seventies. The firms of Naqvi
& Siddiquie and Tajuddin Bhamani in Karachi and
Murat Khan and Noon & Qayyum in Lahore were
popular for the first three decades with scores of
built projects in the public and private sectors all
across Pakistan, including substantial work in the
new capital city of Islamabad.

Political instability in the early years of independence slowed down developmental progress but
from 1958 to 1969, under the regime of Field
Marshal Ayub Khan the economy flourished and the
pace and volume of construction increased many
fold. Site for the new capital of Islamabad was
selected close to the city of Rawalpindi and the
renowned Greek planner Constantinos Doxiadis was
given the task of designing the new city. Pakistani
architectural firms were for the first time, through
several architectural competitions, provided the
opportunity to design a large number of government offices and public housing schemes in
Islamabad.

Design of the larger and more prestigious projects
like the Federal Secretariat Complex was awarded to
Gio Ponti of Italy and for the design of the Capital
Complex comprising the President's House, The
National Assembly and the Foreign Office some of
the world's leading architects,
including Louis Kahn, were
invited to present their design
Among the handproposals to a special committee appointed by the
ful of architects of
Government for this purpose.
first generation the
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the
name of Mahdi Ali Mirza
(1910-62) stands out.
Although Mirza designed
very few buildings, he
left a rich architectural
legacy for a generation
of architects to emulate.

Minoo Mistry's and Rusi Sohrab Rustomji's educational and corporate buildings in Karachi during the
first decade of the country's independence were
refreshing and distinctly different from those
designed by the engineering firms of the time. M. A.
Ahed and Zaheer-Ud-Deen Khawaja, who both
worked for the government for a long period,
designed some notable public buildings whilst they
Pakistan

After seeing various presentations and going through many
months of discussions and
debate, the committee finally
awarded the design of the
three buildings of the Capital
Complex to Edward Durrell
Stone of US who was also
President J. F. Kennedy's
favourite architect and who had earlier designed,
amongst other projects, the American Embassy in
New Delhi. About the same time, Stone also
designed two other government projects, the
imposing WAPDA House in Lahore and the National
Shipping Corporation Building in Karachi.
Subsequently, Japanese architect Kenzo Tange was
invited to design the Supreme Court and more
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Habib University, Karachi, by Ejaz Ahed

recently, in the nineties, Asad I. A. Khan, the Chief
Architect of NESPAK, a large government owned
engineering and architectural firm, was tasked with
designing the Prime Minister's Secretariat, also in
Islamabad. In between, several other government
buildings, mostly non-descript, were constructed.
Almost all of these buildings were designed by
architects who knowingly or unknowingly subscribed to the Modern Movement and their architecture followed the "international style". During the
construction boom of the sixties, other foreign architects designed prominent buildings for the hospitality, corporate and banking sectors. William Tabler of
US designed hotels for the Intercontinental Chain in
Karachi, Lahore, Rawalpindi and Peshawar; Leo A.
Daly designed the imposing 28 storey circular
shaped head office building for Habib Bank in
Karachi, the first fair-faced concrete structure in
Pakistan and which remained the tallest in the country for several decades.

Textile Institute of Pakistan, Karachi

Pakistan

The University of Karachi campus and its buildings
right across the Gothic style Frere Hall and gardens
were designed in the early sixties by Le Corbusier's
built a hundred years earlier.
star pupil, French architect Michel Ecochard. The
campus buildings are true representatives of the
Post Independence - Second Phase
Modern Movement and are perhaps the only buildings in Pakistan which faithfully follow the design
(1978-1999)
principles laid down in the 'Theory of Proportions'
Two Pakistani architects with different educational
developed by Corbusier, one of the great masters of
backgrounds and styles started
20th century architecture, a
their respective practices in
pioneer and faithful adherent of
Karachi and Lahore about the
the Modern Movement. The
same time in the mid-sixties,
buildings are most appropriateemerged in the seventies to
ly designed by Ecochard caterDuring the conmake waves in the small archiing to Karachi's warm, humid
tectural community: Habib Fida
struction boom of
climate and the prevalent sea
Ali, trained in the early sixties at
the sixties, other forbreeze. It is unfortunate that
the AA School of Architecture,
eign architects
the campus landscape design
London, returned to Karachi and
designed prominent
developed by the architect in a
after briefly working with an
buildings for the hosstyle based on the traditional
expatriate American architect
Islamic principles was never
pitality, corporate and
William Perry, started his own
implemented.
practice. After designing a few
banking sectors.
private residences and other
Also completed in the early
small spaces, he completed his
sixties was the American
first major commissioned project, the Shell House in
Embassy in Karachi by Richard Neutra, one of the
Karachi in 1978. This impressive building was the
foremost American architects of the 20th century.
first of the numerous fair-face concrete structures
This was Neutra's only public project built outside
designed by Fida Ali all over the country during the
US and the only one in South Asia. The Embassy was next 36 years. The precisely detailed fair face façade
subsequently downgraded in 1966 to a Consulate
is an architectural identity that has become synonywith the moving of the Diplomatic Missions to
mous with his name.
Islamabad. A sleek, 'L' shaped four storey structure
with a dramatic entrance canopy, the US Consulate
The Siemens Head Office, Commercial Union,
has an imposing presence in the heart of the city,
FORUM, Sui Southern Gas Co., Faisal Bank Head

“
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IBA Prayer Hall, Karachi, by NBCL

Office, Karachi Club Annexe and the British Deputy
High Commission in Karachi, and, Sui Northern Gas
Co. and Lahore University of Management Sciences
(LUMS) Campus in Lahore are the prominent projects designed by this confirmed modernist. Several
buildings in the LUMS campus have been finished in
red brick though, a material indigenous to Lahore
that Fida Ali extensively used for the first time.
The other pioneer of the second phase, Nayyar Ali
Dada, studied at the National College of Art (NCA),
formerly Mayo School of Art and was from the first
batch of students who graduated in 1965 after completing the upgraded five-year architecture programme. Interested in the visual arts and poetry,
Nayyar became part of an intimate circle of poets,
artists and prominent intellectuals of Lahore during
the sixties and seventies. This close interaction
seems to have had a great influence on his thinking
and his creativity. One of Nayyar's early commissions was to design a house in Lahore for his mentor, the Principal of National College of Arts (NCA),
Professor Shakir Ali, considered as Pakistan's
National Painter. Working on a shoe string budget
Dada selected from a nearby kiln over-burnt red
bricks, which were then generally used as cheap
brick ballast in road works, for exterior facing of the
house with dramatic effect. Other architects quickly
adapted this and with the sudden demand for burnt
bricks in Lahore, kiln owners jacked up the prices!
After Shakir Ali's death in 1975, his house was converted into a museum.

Pakistan

His first major project after which he catapulted
into fame was the Alhambra Arts Council Complex
in Lahore (1978-86) for which he later won the inaugural ARCASIA Awards Gold Medal in 1992 and The
Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 1995. By using
exposed brick façade in these hexagonal shaped
structures inspired by the traditional materials and
historic building forms of Punjab, Dada pioneered
the re-introduction of brick in Lahore and reconnected the brick tradition in architecture that was
virtually lost during the colonial period spanning
over a hundred and fifty years.
Other projects like the Open Air Theatre, Ghaddafi
Stadium, Habib Bank, Shoukat Khanum Hospital,
EXPO Centre and Beaconhouse National University
in Lahore, Serena Hotel, Bahria Mosque and the F-9
Park in Islamabad and other projects in Faisalabad
and Peshawar designed during the last thirty years
have had a profound influence on the cityscape of
these cities and have motivated a very large number
of architects, including Dada's peers and students, to
adopt brick as a medium of architectural expression
in Lahore and other cities and towns of Punjab.
A positive impact on the architecture of Pakistan
came with the initiation of an international dialogue
amongst architects, historians, intellectuals and
thinkers under the patronage of His Highness Karim
Aga Khan through a series of global seminars beginning 1977. The dialogue helped in defining, understanding and appreciating architecture both in the
historical and contemporary contexts in the Muslim
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size hotels during the late eighties owned by an
investment company belonging to the Aga Khan:
The Serena Hotels in Quetta and Faisalabad. (The
largest and most prominent in the Serena chain is
the Serena Islamabad designed by Nayyar Ali Dada
in the nineties) Ramesh Khosla had earlier won the
Aga Khan Award for his Agra Sheraton Hotel in the
first cycle of the Award in 1980. The Quetta Serena
Hotel with an adobe exterior finish that follows the
vocabulary of the mud architecture commonly
found in the small towns and villages of Baluchistan
Province did not go very well with the local population whose expectations of the much hyped hotel
exterior were different from that of the architect!

Following this, The Aga Khan University and
Hospital in Karachi designed by Tom Payette of
Boston, US, in the early eighties (and ongoing) is
perhaps the one project that has, undoubtedly, had
a profound influence on the thinking of the local
architects. In the main hospital building, Payette has
created a series of landscaped courtyards through
which filtered light and the sea breeze help effectively keep the non-air conditioned areas cool during the summers. He has also used wind catchers
from the roof to circulate breeze, a concept that was
prevalent in this area for centuries. Local wood craft,
stone, decorative tile work and hand printed textiles
were most effectively used in the project with which
The Aga Khan himself was involved at all stages.
About the same time, through another initiative of
the Aga Khan, the quarterly magazine Mimar, edited
by Hasanuddin Khan and published in Singapore,
made its appearance. For the first time ever, selected projects designed by Asian architects, particularly
those built in Muslim communities, were extensively
showcased. The magazine published scholarly articles and reviews and monographs of emerging
architects in the Asian region, many of whom have
now become internationally known. Mimar was a
much sought after publication because architects in
Pakistan were for the first time exposed to regional
architecture that they could genuinely relate to contextually and culturally…… and even emulate.
Words like 'context', 'relevance', 'vernacular',
'regionalism', 'symbolism', 'sustainable', 'pastiche',
etc., were increasingly used in discourses and discussions amongst Pakistani architects and a good number of them were influenced by the theoretical
underpinnings that both the Award and Mimar generated. There was a growing consciousness among
the architects of what and how they were designing
and who they were designing for.
In the hospitality sector, Canadian architect
Ramesh Khosla of the Montreal based architectural
firm ARCOP, was commissioned to design two midIssue15. Vol6. Winter 2015

IVS Campus, Karachi, by ASA

World, its dimensions and relevance to the lives of
Muslim Communities. As a natural consequence,
this then led to the institution of the triennial Aga
Khan Award for Architecture, undoubtedly the most
prestigious awards given to recognize architectural
projects that have positively impacted Muslim communities across the world. The first cycle of the
Award culminated in a grand ceremony held in the
historic Mughal era Shalimar Gardens in Lahore in
1980.

The Faisalabad Serena is appropriately done in
exposed brick, the indigenous building material of
the Punjab Province. Both these exquisitely designed
hotels set new standards of hospitality design in
Pakistan.
Among the second generation of architects that
emerged in the eighties were brothers Arshad and
Shahid Abdulla who returned to Pakistan after studies in US in the early seventies, joined the Karachi
firm of Pyarali Merali, a brilliant architect who had
become known for his slick residences. At the
height of his popularity and demand, Pyarali migratPakistan
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ed to Europe and left the firm in the hands of the
two young brothers. Initially continuing in the same
mould, the Abdullas gradually blossomed into their
own and developed a distinct style of architecture
by which their houses were recognizable because of
the crisp exteriors, innovative use of materials and
exquisite detailing. The firm, by now known as
Arshad Shahid Abdulla (ASA), designed several institutional, commercial and health care buildings during the eighties, nineties and beyond. Arshad, the
older brother was responsible for the design of the
larger projects whilst Shahid enjoyed doing smaller
projects and corporate interiors in which he excelled
and made a name for himself.
Amongst ASA's earlier projects, Sheikh Zayed
Hospital in Lahore, Murshed Hospital, Kidney
Centre, Indus Valley School of Art & Architecture
and Textile Institute of Pakistan in Karachi, and, the
MCB Bank in Islamabad stand out. Their later
works include the 29 storey MCB Tower, the
Dolmen City Mall and Hunar Foundation, all in
Karachi. In addition, ASA have designed hundreds
of schools all over Pakistan for The Citizens
Foundation, an NGO which provides quality primary and secondary education to thousands of
children from marginalized communities living in
economically and socially deprived areas.
The firm of Ahed Associates established in 1964 in
Karachi was given a big boost with Ejaz Ahed joining and taking over the reins from his father M. A.
Ahed in 1977, three years after his return from
studies at the IIT, Chicago. The younger Ahed continued with some of the projects already started,
like the Bolan Medical College, Quetta and the
Pakistan Insurance Corporation Building in Karachi.
Other projects like the Habib Bank Building,
Islamabad, NWFP Agricultural University, Peshawar
(with SOM), The Russian Consulate with Staff
Housing and the Aventis Head Office, Karachi,
amongst many others, were successfully completed.
A large multifaceted practice, Ahed Associates has
remained one of the busiest architectural firms in
Pakistan over the past thirty years. The firm has in
the recent past won design competitions for prestigious projects that include the City Hall in Islamabad
and the Habib University in Karachi, the latter scheduled for completion this year. Ejaz Ahed has shown
his deep concern and has laid great stress on environmentally efficient design and energy efficient
building systems in all his recent projects. Many fine
projects he has designed over the years have unforPakistan

tunately remained un-built due to one reason or the
other.
In Lahore, apart from Dada, some other architects
like Javed Najam and Wasif Ali Khan were doing
some bold and exciting work, particularly in the residential sector. Kamil Khan Mumtaz, a graduate of
AA School in London and a contemporary of Dada,
taught at the National College of Art for a few years
exerting considerable influence over the design
direction and philosophy of his students who included Wasif Ali Khan and Najeeb Omar. The latter, a
brilliant, multiple IAP award winning architect, has
consciously confined his small practice in Karachi to
designing a few houses at a time. Omar had earlier
been part of the local team of architects who
worked on the Aga Khan Hospital project and the
influence of the detailing is evident from his focus
on the central courtyard and effective integration of
the natural elements in his design of homes where
he extensively uses to great effect, local craft and
traditional designs and motifs.
Kamil Khan Mumtaz, the influential teacher and
mentor to scores of young architects, meanwhile
went through a major re-thinking on the western
architectural philosophies and the theories that he
had believed in and effectively passed on to his students. Greatly influenced by the sufi traditions and
the science of cosmology, he had also become
deeply interested in the history of vernacular architecture, indigenous technologies and local craft. He
thus gradually developed, practiced and promoted
an architecture that combines cosmology with all
these building traditions, and, to his credit, Mumtaz
has since remained faithful to his convictions. Two
examples that are representative of Mumtaz's new
design philosophy are the Chand Bagh School and
the Da'arul Hikma built in the 1980's and 90's.
In Karachi, two older firms established in the early
1970's, Bilgrami & Faruque and Misbah Najmi
Associates became well known for the environment
friendly and distinctive private homes and multiple
housing complexes they designed. Samar Ali Khan
and Tariq A. Qaiser who had started their respective
careers working for ASA were greatly influenced by
Arshad Abdulla. They started their own offices and
very quickly gained popularity for their residential
architecture. Tariq Hasan of The Architects and
Yawar Jilani and Mehboob Khan of ARCOP
Associates began their respective practices in the
late 1980's and have since developed into large and
very successful design firms, each firm winning
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design competitions and collecting design excellence awards. More about these architects and their
work will be mentioned later.
With ongoing construction in the new Capital city
of Islamabad, there was a demand for architects to
set up offices in the Capital. The old Karachi based
firm of Naqvi & Siddiquie had expanded their practice and taken in M. A. Muqtadar and Eng. Alvi as
partners to set up office in Islamabad in the late sixties. They have designed extensively for the government and the private sector in Islamabad and many
other cities in the north and continue to be active.
The Karachi office of Naqvi & Siddiquie is now managed by the sons of the founders.
Amongst the new entrants in Islamabad were
Suhail Abbasi and Naeem Pasha who joined hands
in the early seventies (the partnership lasted 25
years) and designed a large number of projects in
Islamabad including the National Gallery. Anwar
Saeed who was chief architect of the Capital
Development Authority designed in his private
capacity a few exceptional buildings like the
Grindlays Bank, a church and a few houses.
Unfortunately the same standard of design and execution was lacking in the many government projects
that he designed as the Chief. Other successful
architects who started from Islamabad during the
eighties and nineties are Sikander Ajam Khan,
Salman Mansoor, Naveed Aslam and Murad Jamil.
The influence of Geoffrey Bawa, master architect of
Sri Lanka, on the younger generation of architects of
Pakistan cannot be ignored. The coverage of Bawa's
work in MIMAR magazine during the 1980's brought
home for the first time the fact that there could be a
design vocabulary based on indigenous architectural
traditions successfully used in contemporary buildings and settings. Bawa's protégé and one time
assistant, C. Anjalendran, himself an architect of
international repute, introduced Bawa to students
when he conducted design workshops each year at
the newly established Indus Valley School of Art &
Architecture in Karachi in the early nineties. Since
then students of the IVS as well as students of other
schools of architecture make yearly study trips to Sri
Lanka to visit and experience the works of the great
master.

Post Independence Third Phase (2000-Present)

late nineties led to increase in investment in the private sector and the first decade of this millennium
saw a frenzy of construction activity across the
country. It also signaled the phenomena of an
increase in high rise structures in the major cities of
the country. The established architectural firms in
the big cities continued to dominate the skyline.
Yawar Jilani and Mehboob Khan of ARCOP
Associates designed several projects in the hospitality sector, prominent among these being Pearl
Continental (PC) Hotel, Bhurban, Extension/Addition
to PC Lahore, the cliff top PC Hotel Gawadar and PC
Hotel, Muzaffarabad. Amongst the many high rise
structures designed by ARCOP Associates in
Karachi, the most conspicuous are the recently
completed Ocean Tower and the Centre Point, the
latter being perhaps the most environmentally
friendly, energy efficient, secure and 'smart' building in Pakistan. Ocean Tower, which was originally
designed as a hotel, had to undergo substantial
changes half way through the construction after
the owners decided to change the hotel into a
mixed use project that now has retail stores, entertainment and offices.
Perhaps the most outstanding of ARCOP's projects is the Al Azhar Gardens, a community housing
project for the lower middle class in the outskirts of
Karachi. Designed with extreme care and sensitivity
and constructed within a very tight budget, this is
one of the most successful housing schemes in
Pakistan. It has received the IAP Design Excellence
Award as well as the ARCASIA gold medal.
Tariq Hasan who started with designing daringly
different houses became extremely popular with
his residential clients. A compulsive designer, he
continues to produce highly creative homes
despite running a lucrative practice comprising of
larger and varied projects including industrial, commercial, corporate, institutional buildings and apartment complexes. His design of Gakuch School in
Gilgit won critical acclaim and the Institute of
Architects Pakistan (IAP) Design Excellence Award.
Tariq Hasan, like Yawar Jilani and other architects,
has done extensive work, mainly pro-bono, for rehabilitation of the victims of the devastating 2005
Kashmir earthquake and victims of the massive
country-wide floods of 2010. His type designs for
homes were widely followed by many NGO's working in the field and he has designed several schools
and hospitals in the affected areas.

The opening up of economy in Pakistan during the
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brought with them a lot of talent and energy.

The two major projects he is currently involved in
were both acquired through nation-wide design
competitions. The Sindh Secretariat Complex in
Karachi is perhaps the largest government project
after the Federal Secretariat in Islamabad. Sensitively
designed around the heritage listed Sindh High
Court Building, Tariq Hasan had to contend with
many constraints such as height restrictions, location
of entrances and exits and internal connectivity of
the proposed structures. Commencement of construction has been delayed for some time due to fiscal constraints. The other competition winning project is the Islamabad High Court of which ground
breaking took place recently.

In Lahore, the talented sons of three most prominent architects joined their respective fathers' firms
and all are now virtually running the practices.
Taimoor Khan Mumtaz joined his father Kamil Khan
Mumtaz, Raza Ali Dada joined his father Nayyar Ali
Dada and Raza Ali Khan joined his father Wasif Ali
Khan. Despite the passing of a few years since their
return, the design directions and philosophy of all
the three firms seemingly have not changed ….. perhaps because of the fathers' very strong and deeply
rooted ideals!

Front Karachi , ASA Dolmen City Harbour

In 2006, the two old firms of Misbah Najmi and
Syed Akeel Bilgrami located in Karachi were restructured and Najmi Bilgrami Collaborative (Pvt) Ltd
(NBCL) was founded with the two as the Founding
Chairman and Vice Chairman and three directors,
Sarah Najmi Bilgrami and Ahsan Najmi, daughter
and son respectively of Misbah Najmi, and, Syed
Zayd Bilgrami, son of the senior Bilgrami. Before
returning to Pakistan, all three had studied at the
Rhode Island School of Design in US and had
gained some working experience there. This refreshing change has altered the dynamics of the firm
which has considerably expanded and has enlarged
the scope of professional services it now offers.

With the second generation of architects, after
completion of their studies, joining their respective
father's firms, the old firms have become energized
with fresh ideas and approaches. In Islamabad,
Suhail Abbasi's son Fawad Abbasi, after graduating
from the Indus Valley School of Art & Architecture
(IVS) in 2001, joined his father and since then the
firm has considerably expanded, designed some
very interesting projects, noticeably the expansion of
the Islamabad Club. Other practices in Islamabad
and Peshawar to benefit from the joining of the second generation are Salman Mansoor and Abdul
Qayyum Khan whose sons, also graduates of IVS,
Pakistan

The campus master plan of the Institute of
Business Administration (IBA) in Karachi and several
of the new buildings on the campus have been
designed by NBCL after having won design competitions in succession. Some of these have been covered by international print and e-journals and one of
the projects was recently shortlisted for an international design award. Other projects include a midrise residential complex in Rawalpindi designed
along the edge of a public park.
There are many architects practicing in the larger
cities who have emerged during the last decade
although some of them had established their offices
much earlier. Mention must be made of Asadullah
Varzgani who practices in Quetta and Lahore, Rashid
Rasheed from Lahore, who is doing some very exciting green and sustainable projects, Iftikhar Azam
from Karachi who is an excellent designer and has in
recent times won design competitions and is doing
several architecture and interior projects, and,
Moyena Niazi and Khadija tul Kubra have designed
some very good houses and office interiors in
Karachi.
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Muslim Art
Heritage of

Pakistan
Dr. Ahmed Nabi Khan,

Tomb of Shah Rukn-e-Alam Multan

Muslim Art Heritage of Pakistan
The Islamic architecture of
Pakistan takes its birth with the
establishment of Muslim rule in
Sindh. It has been asserted by
the Arab chroniclers Muhammad
bin Qasim built a mosque at
every place he conquered during
his campaign. However, none of
these exists now. The first city
subdued by him was the sea-port
of Debul, now known as
Banbhore, an insignificant mall
town located at about forty miles
north-east of Karachi on the old
highway of Hyderabad. The
remains of religious
and secular buildings revealed
through
archaeological

excavations give an insight into
the nature and characteristics of
the early Arab architecture on the
soil of Pakistan. The city of Debul
consisted of two parts: the fortified citadel on a comparatively
higher level, and the unwalled
lower city. The
citadel possessed
impressive
buildings,
both secular as

well as religious, erected from
time to time. In the lower city
were located bazaars and factories and other residential quarters
for traders and industrial workers.
The buildings were mostly constructed with semi-dressed or
undressed blocks of sandstone.
Sometimes, the interior was plastered with mud, mixed with lime,
and then whitewashed. Some of
the spectacular buildings, uncovered in the citadel area, were
remains of a massive-built stone
fortification wall, the great
mosque, and other residential buildings. The fortification wall had
three gateways and
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several bastions. A flight of
exceptionally broad steps went
down to the lake. But the most
impressive features of the fortification were the semicircular bastions, built at intervals.
The mosque was built as early
as the first decade of the 2nd
century Hijra (8th century C.E.).
Within a stone boundary wall,
the mosque was erected on a
square plan right in the centre of
the citadel. There were corridors
and cloisters on the three sides of
the courtyard, and, on the western side, was a spacious prayerchamber. The mosque had
two entrance, gates. The
facade of these gates was
decorated with inscribed
stones, several of which were
discovered from the ruins of
the mosque. One of these
gives the date of the construction of the mosque, and
some unidentifiable names
responsible for its construction. The courtyard was
paved with burnt bricks and
the roof was supported by
wooden pillars placed on
stone bases.
Facing the northern gate of
the mosque was the building
of the Maktab, a necessary
adjunct to the mosque. It has
several corridors and rooms.
Similarly, on the eastern side was
the big building of a Sarai (caravan Sarai). These two buildings
complete the complex of religious and social establishments
of the city of the early Arab days.
The houses were divided into
blocks with well-laid streets and
lanes. The surfaces of the houses
were mostly plastered with lime
and whitewashed.

Mansura, the first Arab city, was
founded near Brahmanabad, an
ancient city. The remains are now
located in the district of
Shahdadpur. It was founded by
Amir bin Muhammad bin Qasim
who came to Sindh with Hakam
bin Awanah-al-Kalbi, and later
succeeded him to governorship
of Sindh, circumstantial between
110 and 120 A.H.
The remains of this ruined and
forgotten city now cover an area
of 9,000 feet by 4,500 feet, and
rise to a maximum height of 35
feet above the surrounding level.
Another mound, smaller in size, is
situated to the south-east. Both
the mounds are connected by an

mosque in the western wall is
semi-circular in plan while the
roof rested on posts of teak
wood.

Early Islamic
Architecture

The inception and development
of Islamic architecture in Pakistan
owes a great deal to the inspiration from Central Asian traditions.
It was due to the constant social
and political contacts of the local
people with the centers of excellence located at, for
instance, Bukhara,
Samarqand, Merve,
Baghdad etc. The local
The specimens of early
people especially the
Islamic architecture in
affluent Muslims, often
Pakistan have been found in
visited these centers. The
impact deepened when
Sindh and Balochistan and a
immigrants from these
tomb locally attributed to
places came and settled
Muhammad bin Harun, an
here as a result of
Mongol invasion.
Arab governor, and located
The specimens of early
at Bela in Balochistan, may
Islamic architecture in
be regarded as its earliest
Pakistan have been
found in Sindh and
known manifestation.
Balochistan and a tomb
locally attributed to
Muhammad bin Harun,
earth embankment. The main city
an Arab governor, and located at
represented by the bigger
Bela in Balochistan, may be
mound had a strong fortification
regarded as its earliest known
of well-baked bricks strengthmanifestation. Although no epiened by semicircular bastions
graphically or literary source is
placed at regular intervals. Within
available to testify the attribution,
the fortification were market
stylistically it belongs to a date
places, houses and other residenwhen ancient Pakistan was introtial buildings, including a gateduced to the building traditions
way with brick-paved floor.
of Seljuq period. Square on plan,
The mosque discovered here is
the brick structure is both interrectangular in plan, measuring
esting as well as instructive. The
150 feet north-south and 250
brick ornamentation with which
feet east-west and surrounded by
a six-and-a-half feet wide boundary wall. The Mehrab of the
Pakistan
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crowned by large domes. On the
North and South, galleries open
by means of arcades on the
courtyards. Ninety-three domes
cover the entire structure creating
a remarkable echo which travels
throughout the prayer chambers
and the arcades. The mosque

Architecture of Sindh
The art of building introduced
and practiced in Sindh has a
character of its own. While the
local traits and traditions have
played their role in its formation,
the Iranian characteristics influenced greatly its personality,
especially the faience and mosaic
revetment. The buildings which
are mostly' of religious character
representing mosques, mausoleums and tombs have been
created both in brick as well as in
stone, and almost all the famous
old cities of Sindh possess specimens of these edifices.
Thatta, Makli Hills, Hyderabad,
Shikarpur, Sukkur, Sehwan,
Khudabad, Larkana, Rohri and
many others have old mosques,
mausoleums, towers, forts, pavilions. The foundations of brick
buildings are laid in stone and
faced with plain or enamel-faced
bricks. The glazed tiles made of
hard terracotta are generally of
two colours; white and blue, the
latter varying in hue from dark
purplish to light greenish or
turquoise blue.
One of the finest examples of
tile-work in Sindh is the
Dabgaran Mosque built by Amir
Khusro Khan Charkas in 1588 C.E.
The mosque has a prayer chamber of three bays crowned with
three flat domes. The superb tile
work is executed in the interior
while the Mehrab in the Western
wall is faced with buff sandstone
carved in low relief with tracery
and arabesque work.
Similarly, the Shah Jahan
Mosque is also a grand edifice.
The prayer chamber is balanced
on the east by another chamber
of similar size; both of them are
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The Tomb of Jam Nido at Makli Hills, Thatta, Sindh.

its exterior is reverted is significant. The other specimen of this
early phase, is the tomb of Shah
Gardez at Adam Wahan in
Bahawalpur. The structure is constructed in mud brick, both externally and internally, with burnt
bricks. The zone of transition has
been created with the help of
comer squinches on which the
high drum is placed and above it,
the dome. For the first time, we
notice here the concept of these
'storeys' utilized for planning
such funerary memorials, and in
that sense this specimen may be
taken as the forerunner of the
famous Multan style of architecture.
It was most probably after this
initial experimentation that the
tomb of Baha-ul-Huq Zakariya at
Multan was designed in 1262,
and then the mausoleum of
Rukn-i-Alam between a period of
1320 and 1324. It has been said
that the latter was originally built
under the orders of Muhammad
bin Tughluq as his own eternal
abode, but was later on, given
away to the descendants of the
great saint for his burial.
However, circumstantial as well as
architectural evidence does show
that it was most probably erected
by the saint himself during his
life time. The mausoleums of
Baha-ul-Haq Zakariya and his
grandson, Rukn-i-Alam, served as
perfect models for future architects who continued copying it
for well over three hundred years.
More than two dozens of such
specimens still exist on the soil of
Pakistan especially at Uch,
Muzaffargarh, Dera Ghazi Khan,
Dera Ismail Khan, Dera Dinpanah,
Sitpur and more particularly at

Multan and its neighborhood to
show how deeply the style was
adapted as a favorite medium for
funerary architecture.

displays a remarkable feast of
faience revetment.
The construction of the mosque
was begun in 1644 C.E. by
Nawab Abul Baqa Amir Khan on
the orders of Shah Jahan. The
eastern wing was added in 1658
C.E.
Among the other funerary
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memorials at Makli Hills of
Thatta, the tombs of Mirza Jani
Beg Tarkhan (d. 1601) stand out
prominently for picturesque and
colourful setting. The former is
octagonal in plan with half
domed recesses on four sides
and arched door-frames, richly

roof. The interior of the dome is
decorated with a radiating design
of glazed tiles set in chevrons.
The tomb and the Musallah on
the West were erected respectively in the year 1639 C.E. and
1642 C.E. Among the several
stone buildings at Makli Hills are
tombs of Jam Nizam-ud-Din Isa
Khan Tarkhan the Younger and
Jan Baba. The tombs of Mubarak

ers. The mehrab inside is also
delicately carved and has very
finely cut bands of Qura'nic
inscriptions. The tomb of Isa
Khan Tarkhan is erected in the
center of a square courtyard surrounded by high stone walls. The
massive structure built with
large-sized stones comprises a
domed chamber surrounded by a
two tiered gallery. The pillars of
the interior walls are almost covered with surface tracery. The
double storeyed pillared galleries
have in the center of each side a
group of three tall, and multicusped arches surmounted by a
wide parapet.

Interior roof decorations of Shah Jahan Mosque

Architecture of
Imperial Mughals

carved in geometric tracery. The
doorways crowned with Qura'nic
inscriptions boldly written in
white enamel on dark tiles is a
massive square structure surmounted by a dome once covered with light blue tiles. It has
four round comer towers, each
having a staircase leading to the

Khan, Baqi Beg Tarkhan, the Elder
are remarkable for the richness
and variety of their carvings and
designs. The tomb of Jam Nizamud-Din, one of the most important rulers of Samma dynasty
(1461 to 1509) possesses the
finest ornamental carvings, consisting of carved bands in relief
running on the walls, and representing half and full lotuses and
arched panels set with sun flowPakistan

The early decades of the sixteenth century witnessed an
epoch making change in the
socio-political set up of ancient
Pakistan. It was the period when
a new monarchy was established
commonly known as the Mughal
Empire. Zaheer-ud- Din
Muhammad Babar, the founder of
this celebrated dynasty, captured
Lahore during the early days of
his conquest of the Punjab, in
1524 A.C. He could not, however,
find time and leisure to stay there
for long. But his second son
Mirza Kamran is remembered for
his splendid pleasure-garden
with a typical pavilion built in the
center of a huge tank. It was the
rust architectural enterprise with
which the princes of the Mughal
dynasty adorned the city of
Lahore. Akbar, the real founder of
the Mughal Empire, established
his capital at Lahore to stay here
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Outside the Fort, opposite the
Akbar's Masjidi gate is a mosque

one at each comer. The northern
gateway possesses a Persian
inscription in stucco recording
the date of construction and the
name of the builder.
The mausoleum of Jahangir (d.
1627) was constructed under the
orders of Shah Jahan. Originally, a
pleasure garden of Empress Nur

Badshahi Mosque, Lahore

for fourteen years, from 1584 to
1598. He created a well-laid brick
fortification in place of earlier
mud brick wall, with two gateways. The eastern gateway now
known as Masti Gate, still exists in
almost its original shape and is in
a fairly good state of preservation. Besides, the Hall of Public
and Private audience, the remains
of a Royal and a few other buildings inside the Lahore Fort
belong to the days of Akbar.
Jahangir and Shah Jahan were
responsible for the architectural
adornment of the city of Lahore.
Jahangir's main contribution to
the architecture Lahore was a
quadrangle in the Lahore Fort
now known as Jahangir
Quadrangle. In fact, the construction of the quadrangle was started during the later days of Akbar
and was completed by Jahangir.
The most interesting features of
this quadrangle are the richly
carved columns and brackets of
red sandstone indicating the
influence of local architecture of
the earlier periods. The gateway
to the Jahangiri Palaces is
adorned with a marble inscription giving the date of its construction and the name of the
royal architect. Similarly, the
palaces built in the Fort by Shah
Jahan are the noblest manifestation of Mughal architecture. Built
in 1633-34, they are the
Emperor's pri-vate apartments,
the Hall of Special Audience, the
Ladies Garden, the Sleeping
Chambers, the Royal Bath Rooms,
the Shish Mahal and a few other
buildings. The Diwan-e-Khas (the
Hall of Special Audience) is a
graceful pavilion created entirely
in white marble.

Lastly, the Alamgiri Gate constructed by Aurangzeb Alamgir is
a majestic gateway for direct
approach to the Badshahi
Mosque. The monumental gateway is flanked by two semi-circular bastions boldly fluted and
decorated with lotus designs at
the base.

called Begum Shahi Masjid. It is
the earliest existing mosque of
Jahangir period at Lahore. Built
by Maryam Zamani Begum, in
1614, the mosque is architecturally important for its two main
features; the double domes and
the most beautiful fresco painting with which the whole of its
interior is replete. The mosque is
surmounted with arched towers,
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Jahan and called Dilkusha, it was
the last abode of the Emperor.
The mausoleum is constructed
within a high perimeter wall
marked by gateways, paved
causeways with fountains and
pools etc. The central square
structure is of one storey with
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Decorations inside Wazir Khan Mosque

octagonal minarets in five stages
having profuse colour decoration.
The fresco painting, the stone
inlay and the mosaic tiles, as well
as the intricate pietradura manifest the characteristic embellishments of this period. It took ten
years to complete, and was finished in 1637.

The Mosque of Wazir Khan is
yet another grand specimen of
the archi-tecture of the Mughal
period. It has unique tile mosaic
fresco decoration. The large gateway and the four majestic octagonal minarets add to its grandeur.
It was built in 1634 by the cele-

brated minister and physician of
Emperor Shahjahan, Hakim
Ilmuddin Ansari, better known as
Wazir Khan.
The beautiful three-terraced
Shalamar Garden specially
designed for Shahjahan in 1642
is the zenith of the recreational
architecture of the Mughal period. It has a number of pavilions
and summer houses. The third
terrace had the Jharoka, the
sleeping chambers and the residence of the Empress while the
central terrace had a hammam;
originally decorated with
pietradura work. The Garden has
a canal crossed by two subsidiary
channels with three big tanks
decorated with more than 400
fountains and a beautiful marble
cascade. The original entrance to
the Garden was from the lowest
terrace through the two majestic
gateways, one on the east and
the other on the west. However,
they were abandoned and another gate was opened through the
Royal Sleep Chamber on the
south during the British days.
The Badshahi Mosque has been
considered as the biggest historic
mosque of the world. Built in
1673-74, it is a bold and solid
brick structure faced with red
sandstone and embellished with
delicate stucco carving and fresco painting. With the majestic
comer towers and beautiful bulbous domes covered with milkwhite marble, the mosque proudly crowns the city of Lahore. The
double storeyed entrance
vestibule is a majestic structure
decorated with framed and
carved panelling on all its
facades. The grand prayer chamber is approached by flights of
steps, At the four comers of the
courtyard are the tall octagonal
towers and four small minarets,
also octagonal, are attached to
the comers of the prayer chamber. The prayer chamber is
Pakistan

crowned with three grand bulbous marble domes. The interior
has decorative dado of well-polished sang-i-abri.
The other more important
building erected outside Lahore
during the Mughal period could
be cited here as the Royal
Hunting Resort at Sheikhupura,
the Ba' oli of the Emperor Akbar
days and two other octagonal
tombs of Shahjahan period at
Jandiyala Sher Khan near
Sheikhupura; tomb of Daud
Bandagi at Shergarh ; a tomb at
Hujra Shah Muqim; tomb of
Sheikh Abd-ul-Nabi in
Gujranwala district, an exquisitely
ornamented building of
Shahjahan period; tomb of
Sheikh Ali Beg at Helan, Gujrat,
dated 1589; a mosque and tomb
of Shah Burhan at Chiniot, both
of Shahjahan's days; the Farud
Gah-i-Shahan-i-Mughlia at Wah;
the tomb of Hakim Humam and
Lala Rukh at Hasanabdal; the
Rohtas Fort and a nearby tomb;
the Riwat Fort; the mosque and
fort at Pharwala; the fort Sarai,
tomb and the Baradari of Sultan
Pervez at Attock; the Gorgathri,
the tomb of a certain saint along
with a mosque, and the Mosque
of Mahabat Khan at Peshawar.
These and several other monuments spread over the length
and breadth of Pakistan relate the
story of the inception, growth
and culmination of the various
phases and facets of Muslim
architecture of Pakistan.
………………………………………………
* From"Muslim Art Heritage of
Pakistan", Produced and published by
Directorate General of Films and
Publications, Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, Government of Pakistan,
Islamabad.
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Architectural
Traditions*

Over the past 100 years, Tajik arts and crafts, which
were essentially handicrafts, have seen significant
change. The reason for this was the introduction of
intensive factory production methods and their resulting output, which gradually pushed aside the productive activities of local craftsmen and artists. The art of
building houses and decorating them also changed.
Even in these circumstances, however, national art has
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Door of the Museum of History, Sughd region, Khujand, 2007.
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Paintings & Walls Decoration
Commonly walls are regarded
as consisting of three parts from
the ground to the top:
the bottom, the standing part
and the ceiling. The decoration
of walls depends on the style of
construction. Shelves were built
on l-beam walls. Single-beam
walls were decorated by pictures,
engravings, multi-colored paintings or flower adorned boards.
Houses were generally decorated
with shelves on which there were
elegant household utensils such
as cups, bowls and teapots.
Each painting was edged with a

been extensively used in the
construction of houses and
buildings for administrative, cultural and social uses. Though the
majority of buildings were built
in a different way, the traditional
decorative style was maintained.
Facing tiles and wood ceilings
were decorated and adorned
with various depictions and carvings. In constructing houses and
buildings, the decoration of their
walls remained a primary concern. In some cities, people also
used colorful carved
ceilings, plain tiles and
Entrance of Mir Said Ali Hamadoni Tomb,
XIV-XV centuries, restored in the late XX
traditional decorated
centuries, Kulob
shelves to adorn their
houses.
In other cities and
towns, on the contrary,
the walls were decorated with carvings and
modeled alabaster and
the ceilings of such
buildings were not
painted.
In the Soviet era, the
range of traditional
styles and types of
architectural and decorative arts declined
slightly. From the mid 1930s,' in many cottongrowing farms in the north of
carved canvas, with a pattern
Tajikistan, the vast public buildwhich mainly consisted of ordiings - teahouses, clubs and
nary triangles and quadrilaterals.
administrative farm buildings All the decorative elements of
were built using elements and
the wall were combined into a
patterns from the traditional
certain combination of patterns
national decorative style .
which was surrounded by items
In the second half of the twendepicting flowers or which had
tieth century, the modern public
been engraved - the ruta.
buildings in the capital and
Sometimes, instead of the ruta,
other cities of the country were
ornate semi-columns with bases
built in the national decorative
in the form of the sun were
style.
added to the wall between two
shelves or pictures. Corner pieces
of shelves were sometimes decorated with alabaster in wave
Tajikistan

forms. In ancient times, painters
produced their colors, adding
egg yolk, glue, ink and oil paint.
Pictures and paintings on the
walls were different. For instance,
an artist often painted colorful
large and small jugs with bunches of flowers. Jugs were rarely
found in ancient paintings. In the
paintings of the middle of the
19th century, the jugs were
painted with a large variety of
flowers. Below the bunch of
flowers or jug, a fleur-de-lis, mint
or other flowers and
small bouquets were
painted, which were very
striking and looked like
living natural flowers.
Despite the variety of
pictures and patterns, a
certain range of colors,
mainly whitish and
bright tones, prevailed in
the decor of houses.
People sometimes used
gilded pictures and patterns in the more colorful and luxurious houses.
Flower stems and petals
were used as decoration
and were painted with a
gold coating.

Shelves & Lattices
The walls of all Tajik houses in
villages were decorated and
adorned by shelves. Usually
beautifully decorated summer
residences in Bukhara and
Samarkand were very high and
the shelves were large, and
sometimes decorated with
domes. Compared to Bukhara
and Samarkand, the houses in
Istaravshan
and Khujand were small and
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their shelves were also small.
Decorated door and window
lattices play an important role in
the adornment of Tajik people's
houses. Window lattices generally were 'double-sided and the
outer sides were decorated with
depictions of large flowers and
inner side by small flowers.

Ceiling Decoration

ple have kept the traditional
design during many centuries.
However, in residential architecture of different regions of the
country, it is possible to find
many characteristic features,
peculiarities of design solution
and art traditions.
The majority of Tajiks live in
kishlaks (a type of rural settlement). Tajik families are usually
big and 5-6 children in the family
are quite normal. Kishlaks in the
mountains differ substantially
from those of the plains. Kishlaks
in the plains are large (200-700
households), while the moun-

The design of ceilings in
Khujand and Istaravshan was
very complicated, containing
many colors and illustrations. The colors
Hazrati Shoh Mosque
depended on the partic- Minaret, XVIII-XIX centuries,
Istravshan
ular nature of the illustration, as well as the
artist and customer's
tastes. It should be also
noted that, generally, in
the past, ceilings were
mostly decorated with
small illustrations of
flowers using a variety
of paints mixed with egg
yolk, which faded over
time. In the 20th century
style, the flowers
became large, the variety of colors was
reduced and oil paints
were used, which added
tainous ones, lying in narrow valbrightness and expression to the
leys or on slopes, are smaller and
illustrations. It is pleasing to
consist of no more than 15-20
think that the national style dechouseholds. Many houses in the
oration of buildings is now being
kishlaks on the slopes of the
revived and the extent of its
mountains are located one
application is being gradually
above the other, and due to lack
broadened.
of land, the roof of the lower
building is used as the yard of
Tajik National Architecture
the u pper house. Because of the
Unlike the official court architectures, the national architecture scarcity of good timber, roofs are
flat. Also, high sloping roofs are
has never experienced periods of
not necessary here because
crisis. The houses of town's peothere is low precipitation. In
some dwellings there are two
courtyards. Behind the entrance
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015
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is the main courtyard, where
family life is centered.
Leading off is a second, similar
courtyard reserved for the
women. Today, most homes have
a single courtyard where family
and guests gather more easily,
but a clear distinction still
remains between public and private space. In the kishlak's
dwellings, rooms are largely
without furniture, which is stiffly
the case in traditionally decorated homes, with the exception of
a carved and painted
sunduk, or dowry chest
piled high, with kurpacha
and kurpa (quilted blankets) and covered with
an embroidered cloth.
Embroidery has always
been important in the
ornamentation of Tajik
houses. Inside the house,
every part of the wall is
filled with embroidered
articles of different purpose and use. Niches in
the walls are covered
with special embroideries. Embroidered
strips, zardevori, hang
along the upper part of
three walls - the two longitudinal and one end-wall.
Suzanis are usually placed on the
wall facing the entrance, so that
they should be the first thing
one could see while entering the
room. In the town's dwelling
there are western-styled tables
and chairs, glossy glass-fronted
cabinets and machine woven
carpets as well as hangings.
The principal building material
is loess. It is cheap, viscid and
stable, and always at hand. It is
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central room is organized around
five wooden pillars ("sutun")
which represent the prophet and
the Imams of Islam: Prophet
Mohammed (PBUH), Imam Ali,
Imam Hussein, Imam Hassan and
Hazrat Fatima. Carpets and mattresses take the place of furniture
and also serve as decoration

Corner in a newly constructed teahouse in Khujand, 2007.

used in the form of broken
pakhsa-clay, clods filled with rubble, adobes, clay mortar, greasing and plaster. Wood is also
made use of, but thriftily.
Although there are ample
reserves of stone, it is seldom
used as construction material on
account of its instability in the
highly seismic zones of Tajikistan.
Climate played a substantial
role in determining the architecture in the area. One can spend
approximately eight to nine
months a year in the open, especially in the valley, mostly guarding oneself from the intense heat
than from the cold. Hence the
existence of closed-in courtyards,
roofed ivans, semi-open upper
balkhona (verandas), indicates
the importance of green plantations and the flowing water of
the irrigation ditches and basins.
Numerous monuments of the
architecture of the Tajiks (18th the beginning of the 20 century)
give an idea of its national roots.
The structure of the most of the
quarter mosques lacks strict
canons binding the initiative of
masters. Houses, which are
adapted to the peculiarities of
life, beliefs, and traditions, played
an important role in the national
Tajik architecture. In the Northern
Tajikistan houses and groups of
houses are found around a yard
planted with greenery. In the
mountains of Zeravshan and the
Yagnob Valley, the densely built
stepped villages consist of a
joined single roof with a heath.
There is a rich legacy of traditional Pamiri architecture in the
Tajiks Pamirs, which is a source of
great pride. An ancient tradition

among the people of
Badakhshan, one noted by the
Greek historian Herodotus (484420 BC), is that God shares a
house with its inhabitants.
Hence, the people have special
reverence for their home. They
take great pride in decorating
the interior and investing various
parts of it with religious significance.
The traditional Pamiri house is

known as the cheed or the house
of the followers of truth. It is
built in such a way as to reflect a
sacred character, in which the
occupants feel surrounded by an
atmosphere of divine blessing
and guidance from the beginning to the end of their lives.
Traditionally the house was built
of cedar, but today it is more
likely to be made from the wood
of mulberry or apricot trees. The
Tajikistan

along with panels, wood-cutting
and hand colored Photographs.
………………………………………………
* Hamrokhon Zarifi - The Tajik Golden
Heritage-, Fifth Edition, revised and supplemented
ECO Tourist Guide Book- Courtesy of
the Government of Republic of
Tajikistan, Published by ECO Cultural
Institute
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Turkish architecture is a combination of the vibrancy of Mediterranean culture with the mysticism of the
East. It enjoys the fusion of the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the big cities with the simplicity of village
life. Combined with Islamic artistic motives, it represents a total break from Hellenistic, Roman and
Byzantine traditions. The Turks, coming from the hot
and arid lands of the East, preferred cool and narrow
streets, covered or shaded bazaars and the ripple of
water. The Friday mosque, with all its ancillary buildings, marked the foci of a city district. The mosque
complex formed a center for key activities of the
community including a theological school, a hospital
for the sick, soup kitchen and, alms houses for the
poor, free lodgings for travelers and their servants.
With the Islamic zeal for ritual cleanliness before
prayer, the Turkish bath - hammam _ would be located close by as would the main bazaar, or commercial
hub of the City and the administrative buildings.
The foundation of a major mosque was
also a method of
populating a new
town or city quarter. Workers and
their families
would arrive,
with an eco-

nomic multiplier effect. Sometimes entire communities, tribes or clans were moved in, governed by a
sheikh, and with tax exemption as a sweetener for
giving up the roaming life. Housing, stables, workshops and covered bazaars would develop haphazard around the mosque area, like a permanent
encampment, in a maze of winding streets and dead
ends. Turkish architecture is based on the simplest of
premises, that of the harmonious balance of space
and light. But from this single seed has sprung forth
a dazzling display of diversity and ingenuity, from
soaring minarets and sumptuous palaces to beautiful
mansions and winding cobbled streets lined with
exquisitely carved wooden houses.
Ottoman public buildings were usually made completely of stone while private houses were built from
less durable materials such as adobe or timber. The
reason appears to be that public buildings were seen
as being permanent, part of something greater than
the individual; while private dwellings were not
expected to outlive their occupant. Significantly
the Turkish word
for mansion,
konak , literally
means "resting
place".

Courtyard of Istanbul's Blue Mosque at dusk

Architecture &
City Planning*
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selamlik, "the place where one says greetings".
Some of the best preserved classical Ottoman
houses are in Amasya, in the northeast of the country. Here rows of picturesque half-timbered houses,
with broad eaves and ornate wood carving, line the
winding narrow streets.
But the finest examples belong to Safranbolu, a
small town in the Black Sea mountains north of
Ankara. Set amongst lush greenery that characterizes
the Black Sea coast, beautifully decorated with delicate latticework, the houses are outstanding examples of the Ottoman ability to blend architecture into
a landscape. Elsewhere in Turkey different climatic
conditions and variations in the availability of building materials have led to considerable regional varia-

Entry to a Turkish Hammam

As a result, few Turkish houses are more than two
hundred years old; although we can still marvel at
the glorious mosques, public baths and religious
schools built by Sinan, the greatest of all Ottoman
architects, in the 16th century.
The Ottoman conception of beauty was based on
the descriptions of paradise in the Koran, a place of
peace and rest freed from the frenetic cares of this
world. In addition to being functional, Ottoman public buildings, particularly mosques, were designed to
induce in the visitor a sense of space and contemplation, to be a haven of coolness and tranquility after
the heat, noise and dust of the cramped city streets.
The same ideal was applied to public buildings
throughout Turkey. Regional differences were confined to nuances of design and decoration rather
than any fundamental shift in style. During the 18th
and 19th centuries Turkish architecture began to
reflect the influence of European ideas.
A similar unifying theme can be seen in Turkish
domestic architecture although the richness and
diversity of the country's culture and climate have
spawned a host of different local styles, from the
squat adobe huts of eastern Anatolia and the splendid timber houses of the Black Sea to the dazzling
whitewashed terraces of the Aegean and
Mediterranean coasts.
The typical Turkish house appears to be modelled
on a tent. Originally a single multi-purpose room, it
gradually developed into a complex of different
rooms, each with a specific function and status in the
house as a whole. Furniture was kept to a minimum
and items such as bedding would be rolled up and
stored in chests during the day. Around Iskenderun
in the province of Hatay one can still find portable
wooden houses, a staging post between tents and a
fully-fledged house. Rooms were conceived of as
individual units. When more rooms were added they
would face onto a courtyard, similar to the open
space in a camp, rather than be connected directly to
each other by connecting doors. Even in multi-story
buildings the inhabitants preferred to live only on
the highest floor, with the lower stories being given
over to stables or storerooms.
The rich would have separate summer and winter
houses. The moderately well off would make do with
summer and winter quarters within the same building, with small windows in the winter rooms and
large ones in the rooms used during the warmest
weather. Many of the houses would also be divided
according to sex, with the women being confined to
the area known as the harem, which literally means
"forbidden". Guests would be ushered into the men's
quarters, where they would wait in an area called the

tions on the central them.
In Konya the houses were traditionally built of
adobe, with flat roofs covered with earth, similar to
those built in Hittite times. The rooms faced onto a
large courtyard, while overhangs and bay windows
were supported with timber.
In central and eastern Anatolia the harsh climate
favored the use of stone with two stories separated
by a wooden floor. In Nigd roofs were often covered
with shrubs, stones and earth and the thick walls
were designed to keep out the harsh elements. In
Harran, on the arid southeastern plain, curious coniIssue15. Vol6. Winter 2015
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better view. Turkish houses are by nature introspective. Walking through the narrow winding streets of
Diyarbakir today, one is faced with nothing but blank
walls and a few windows set high in the upper story,
giving little hint of the beautifully preserved courtyards and interiors modestly shielded from prying
eyes. Some of the most eclectic examples of domestic architecture can be seen in Istanbul, where aristocrats and wealthy merchants constructed fabulous
waterfront villas on the shores of the Bosphorus or
summer residences amongst the cool pine forest on
the nearby Princes Islands in the Sea of Marmara.
Cosmopolitan and ambitious, they often incorporated various European elements into their designs for
three or four story mansions, even including towers
and neoclassical columns. Yet, of residential architecture, providing further evidence of a remarkable ability to embellish, but never destroy, a unique heritage.

cal houses continue the ancient tradition of domed
houses. Around the Mediterranean, the houses take
on a lighter, more open aspect, with wide eaves, high
ceilings and large windows to catch the passing
breath of a cool breeze. In Mugla many of the houses
have a pool surrounded by flowers in the center of
the inner courtyard where family members gather in
shade cast by surrounding walls. Front doors are still
made with a kuzulu kapi, a smaller panel in the larger
wing of the main door. As one travels along the
coast itself, sparkling whitewashed houses with timber balconies and tiled roofs lie dotted among the
olive trees and pine groves, or line the narrow streets
winding up from the quays of tiny fishing villages.

A Traditional House, Safranbolu

An Astonishing
Juxtaposition of Styles and
Elements

In Kalkan the streets and passages stand open to
the sea breezes and the houses themselves appear
to have taken on a Mediterranean exuberance, with
contrasting natural woodwork, mock capitals and
decorative sills. In the territory of Thrace, European
influences become more marked. Traditional onestoried houses stand in a garden, looking outwards
without an inner courtyard.
Urban congestion also had a major influence on
the design of houses. The magnificent rows of overhangs and balconies on the houses in the old quarters of Kutahya and Bursa bear witness to the owners' anxiety to snatch a little more light or glimpse a
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015

The urban landscape of Turkey is dominated by the
great imperial capital of Istanbul, the modern capital
of Ankara and the Aegean port of Izmir. The glory
and drama of Istanbul make it one of the most spectacular cities in the world, with a history stretching
over three of the world's great empires. The purposebuilt capital city of Ankara, behind its modern facade,
incorporates many traces of ancient settlements in
the center of the great Anatolian plateau. And on the
soft and rich Aegean shore, Izmir remains a typical
seaside port with palm trees, promenades and gracious houses
Turkey's three main urban centers have each developed their own distinct persona. Yet they are also
parts of a whole. Each city highlights a different
aspect of the country's character. Istanbul is a thriving commercial and cultural hub, and a living museum of over 2000 years of history. Ankara is a city of
quiet efficiency that lies at the heart of the country's
political and administrative machinery. The cosmopolitan port of Izmir remains the key commercial city
of the agriculturally rich Aegean hinterland.

Istanbul: The Queen of Cities
When Constantine the Great decided to transfer the
capital of the Roman Empire from Italy to an obscure
settlement called Byzantium, he changed the course
of history. It was an inspired choice. Set on a hilly
Turkey
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promontory at the mouth of the Bosphorus, the city
was almost impregnable to attack and dominated
the vital trade route to the Black Sea. When the city
was formally dedicated in 330 AD Constantine called
it "New Rome". But it was under his name, as
Constantinople, that the city was first to take its place
in history.
By the beginning of the Middle Ages
Constantinople was the largest city in the known
world. To Western travelers, accustomed to the
cramped towns and villages of Dark Age Europe, it
was a place of wonder, a vast teeming metropolis of
magnificent buildings and fabulous wealth. To the
Byzantines it was simply "The City". Artists, traders,
philosophers and craftsmen flocked to
Constantinople, each making their own contribution
to the city's unique character.
The heart of the city was the Great Palace, which
was located in the area now known as Sultan Ahmet.
It was not a single building but
an immense complex of palaces,
gardens, barracks, administrative
buildings and imperial workshops.
But Byzantine architecture's
greatest monuments are ecclesiastical rather than secular. The
6th century church of Hagia
Sophia is still one of the most
awe - inspiring buildings in the
world. Even today its sheer size
is breathtaking. As one stands
beneath its magnificent flat
dome it is hard not to feel overwhelmed by the sense of vastness and space. As the
empire's strength began to wane, the Byzantines lost
both the will and the resources for grandiose building schemes. Power gradually passed to the communities of foreign merchants who had established
themselves in the suburbs on the northern bank of
the Golden Horn. A brief resurgence of

Byzantine art in the 14th century produced the
superb murals and mosaics in the church of St. Savior
in Chora. It was the last flare of a dying fire. When
the Ottoman Sultan Fatih Mehmet II conquered the
city in 1453 it was little more than an empty shell
and many of its once proud buildings were nothing
more than overgrown ruins.
But Mehmet insisted that the city was to be rebuilt
and revitalized, not destroyed. A map from the turn
of the 15th century shows the city crowded with new
buildings. Churches were converted into mosques
and ancient stone reused in new construction.
Mehmet utilized the city's unique site to the full,
building structures that symbolized the transformation of the city into an Islamic capital. Monumental
edifices were placed to define the three points of the
triangle that form the core of city: on Seraglio Point,
the imperial administrative center and residence,
later to be known as Topkapi Palace; at the end of
the Golden Horn, the holy
mosque of Eyup, a companion
of the Prophet; and the fortress
of Yedikule at the end of the city
walls along the Marmara Sea.
On the crests of the city's hills, in
today's Beyazit, Mehmet built a
royal palace, a grand bazaar and
a mosque complex, located
adjacent to each other in conformity with Islamic ideas of city
planning. In the Fatih Mosque,
Mehmet built the first of
Istanbul's magnificent
Ottoman mosque
complexes, or kulliye, which included
not only the mosque itself, but spacious courtyards with ablution fountains, mausolea, schools, hospitals,
libraries and other charitable institutions. Mehmet gave Ottoman

An exterior view of Topkapi Palace
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A view of Ankara

Istanbul its form, but its finest buildings belong to
the 16th century and the reign of Suleyman the
Magnificent. With the resources of a vast empire at
his disposal, Sinan, the Sultan's Chief Architect, constructed a series of monuments to rank with anything that was being produced by his contemporaries in Renaissance Europe: from the Suleymnaniye
Mosque Complex to aqueducts, tombs and the
exquisitely tiled Rustem Pasha Mosque. Sinan's buildings are still the dominant feature of the ancient
heart of the city. For Istanbul has developed in the
same way as a tree grows, adding to its periphery
rather than restructuring its heartwood.
The great mosques dominate the cityscape, as
much for their monumentality as for their
position. From a distance, the dome and
minarets of the
Suleymaniye, for
example, form a central element in the
silhouette of the city,
but up close, the
mosque is lost in a
maze of torturous
streets. Conceived as
an enclosure for specific activities,
mosques are not
radiated by large
public spaces;
mosque courtyards
offer an interior
space rather than an
external civic gathering place. Serving as
foci of social life,
mosques formed an
integral part of the
urban fabric, encouraging the establishment of bazaars, coffeehouses
and open-air markets around their perimeter. During
the 18th and 19th centuries the city began to spread
along the Bosphorus. Aristocrats built beautiful
wooden villas, known as yalt, on the water's edge.
The Sultans constructed splendid new palaces at
Beylerbeyi, Ciragan and Dolmabahce, adopting the
European idiom.
In the 19th century Istanbul's commercial center
was transferred from the peninsula of Constantine's
city to the European quarters on the northern bank
of the Golden Horn. It was here that European powers built luxurious mansions to house their
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015

embassies; while local Levantine merchants constructed multi-storied Art Nouveau houses along the
Grande Rue de Pera, now known as istiklal Caddesi.
In the 19th and 20th centuries, as new quarters
were built and western-style city services introduced,
Istanbul has been gradually converted into a modern
city. The seemingly haphazard Ottoman town layout
has been transformed into something closer to the
European style. The great fires which swept through
the city devastated entire sections, destroying the
closely jostled wooden houses, which would then be
replaced by more durable streets of brick and stone
housing. The process continues today where a massive exercise in urban renewal is sweeping away
some of the more tumbledown areas, to be replaced
by modern boulevards, parks and public transportation systems. At the same time an awareness of the
cultural and architectural heritage of the city has promoted restoration of many older buildings in the city.
In the last 20 years a huge influx of migrants from
rural Anatolia has swollen the city's population to ten
million. The business center has moved still further
up the hill away from the Golden Horn to what were
once the villages of Mecidiyekoy, Gayrettepe and
Levent, and where towering new skyscrapers and
office blocks now crown the horizon. The Asian side
of the city, once a summer retreat of pleasant homes,
gardens and small fishing villages, is now an endless
swathe of apartment blocks. But, if one stops to look,
the stages in the city's development are still clearly
visible in the architecture of different areas.

Ankara: A Modern Capital Resting
on Ancient Foundations
In 1923, when the Turkish republic was established, Ankara was a small, windblown provincial
town, a clutch of buildings gathered around a
medieval fortress, its glorious history long extinguished.
Originally founded by the Phrygians nearly three
thousand years ago, it was known as Ancyra when
Alexander the Macedonian conquered Anatolia in
323 BC. Two thousand years later when Joseph
Pitton de Tournefort passed by in 1701 he offered
three alternative names for a city to which he was
clearly attracted: "Angora, or Angori, as some pronounce it, which the Turks call Engour, delighted us
more than any other city in the Levant." Tournefort
was drawn by the beauty of the Augustus
Temple which he described, when constructed in
25-20 BC, as "the greatest monument ever yet in
Asia." The monument still stands its inscription one
Turkey
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Izmir: An Aegean City Par Excellence
At the turn of the century Izmir was one of the
most beautiful cities in the Mediterranean. A thriving
port, it was home to a cosmopolitan community of
merchants and businessmen. But a disastrous fire
during the Turkish War of Independence destroyed
virtually all of the city's historic wooden houses and
led to the emigration of many of its polyglot inhabitants.
The sections that survived around the bazaar still
keep their original confusion of winding streets,
alleys and dead ends. In the rest of the city, the

Izmir Clock Tower

of the most important historical sources about the
region of Augustus. By far the oldest of Ankara's
relics, the temple survived the ravages of time by
being converted, firstly, into a Byzantine church:
later, into a mosque. Augustus Temple is the most
regal of Ankara's Roman remains though the city
hides other remainders of the Eastern Empire. A
stone's throw from the temple stands the column
of Julian the Apostate, the last scion of Constantine
the Great. The column was erected in his honour
after he visited the city in 362 AD during the middle of his reign.
Despite this legacy, in the 1920's the decision to
make Ankara the capital of the new state appeared
bizarre, almost perverse. Infrastructure and communications were poor. There was virtually no
commerce or industry. Many of the foreign
embassies initially refused to leave their mansions
and waterfront villas in Istanbul to travel to the
center of Anatolia.
In retrospect, though, Ankara was the ideal
choice. Situated far inland, in the center of the new
republic, it was secure from enemy attack. And the
lack of any development enabled the government
to construct a new city, purposely built as a political and administrative center. The break with the
past was symbolized by opting for a modern style
of architecture, largely influenced by the Bauhaus
school, rather than the neo-Ottoman model
favored by some.
During the 1930s Ankara grew into a modern
capital city, with broad streets, where the business
of government could be conducted free from the
tumult, intrigue and commercial bustle that had
characterized Istanbul during the last years of the
Ottoman Empire. The wisdom of the decision has
been reinforced by the developments of the last
decade. By the end of the 1980s migration from
the surrounding countryside had resulted in the
population growing to nearly four million. A rapid
rise in the number of cars had begun to clog the
city's streets and every winter Ankara was choked
by a dense smog caused by the burning of cheap
lignite for central heating But a new city is easier to
regulate and can be more flexible in dealing with
its problems.
The introduction of natural gas and the banning
of lignite have allowed the city's inhabitants to
breathe clean air again. Recently the government
has begun to move some of its offices out of the
City center to new premises in the suburbs. Work
has also begun on a metro to reduce public
reliance on cars and buses.

cramped winding streets have been replaced by
broad boulevards fringed with palm trees.
Restaurants and cafes line the seafront.
New houses have been built on the slopes that
encircle the city, while in the old quarter the buildings that survived the fire have been carefully preserved.

…………………………………………………………………………
* From "Turkish Landscape", Published by:
The Ministry of Tourism, Turkey
General Directorate of Information, 1994
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Turkmenistan
Architecture

A Synthesis of Modern, National &
Local Traditions
Turkmenistan's today architecture is the legacy of previous
generations used once again.
This legacy left from the Islamic
Era and synthetized with those
of the modern styles and
national, local traditions of the
people, is now the
dominating architectural style of the
country.
White
marble
stone has

become the popular material
for finishing the buildings'
exterior these days.
Modern structures are being
constructed and the historical
ones extensively revived
throughout the country. A pur-

Ruhy Masjid, Gypjak, Ashgabat
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Ahal Velayat
Ahal Province, is located in the
south-center of the country on
the borderlines of Karakom
desert. The capital of Ahal
Province is Anau (or Annau).
Many historical monuments with
unique architectural features are
to be found throughout the city
among which are Khivabad,
Abiverd, Serakhs and Abu-Said
Mitkhene Mausoleum. Anau's city
mosque, with its inscriptions of
intertwined snakes, is also considered a historical monument.
Since old times, Archman recreation and rehabilitation center
has been known for its thermal
spas for those seeking healing.
With its astonishing crystal clear
water, Kow-ata underground
Lake is another thermal spa
placed in a cave of 250 meters
length, 50 m width and 65 m
depth. In a small distance from
Ashgabat, Archabil and Gokdere
Not far from Ashgabat city, the
mountainous recreation areas of
Archabil and Gokdere could be

found where the tourists, with
the help of an experienced
guide, can climb the mountains
and ride horses and even enjoy
picnic in the countryside. The
grand Nisa State Historical and
Cultural Reserve, once one of the
earliest and most important
cities of the Parthian Empire and
one of the key cities of the
greater Iran, is now located 40
km from Ashgabat on the outskirts of Bagir village. The Site
consists of two tells of
Konenusay (Old Nisa) and
Tyazenusay (New Nisa), both

Alem Cultural/Entertainment Center, Ashgabat

poseful policy for the improvement of Ashgabat city has been
approved to build modern residential and administrative
buildings, revive historical and
old structures and establish
parking lots, green areas and
fountains.
Architecturally speaking, the
face of Ashgabat city is everchanging; high-rises of 12
floors are erected everywhere
and "Ashgabat City" shopping
mall is being constructed in
Archabil street with the construction job still on the run.
The city landmarks are located
in three spots:
Turkmenistan's TV-Radio
Tower, which is now the symbol
of the city, the marriage hall
called "Bakht Kushk" (meaning
"the happy palace") in the
southwest and "Aalam" merrygo-round with international
ranking.

Turkmenistan

“

According to the
assumptions made
by the modern historians Merv is the
world's fourth
ancient cultural
center besides
Egypt, Mesopotamia,
China and India.

located at the Kopet Dagh
mountains foothills.
Archaeological excavations in
two parts of the site have
revealed richly decorated architecture, illustrative of domestic,
state and religious functions.
Situated at the crossroads of
important commercial and
strategic axes, this powerful
empire formed a barrier to
Roman expansion while serving
as an important communication
and trading center between east
and west, north and south.
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Balkan Province is located to
the west of the peninsula in the
east of the Caspian Sea coast
between Kara-Bogaz-Gol Gulf
and Turkmenbashi city. It is
known for its ancient historical
structures and stunning sea
shores. With its wonderful sandy
beaches, clear water and abundant flora and fauna,, here the
Caspian Sea provides ample
facilities to rest or enjoy water

Kultug-Timur Minaret, Konye-Urgench

Balkan Velayat

see the ruins of the ancient
Dehistan with its famous ShirKabir mausoleum (11-12 centuries).

Avaza Resort

Dashoguz Velayat

sports. With their numerous seaside lodges, Avaza Resort and
Khazar Nature Reserve located in
the suburbs of Turkmenbashi city,
are the most popular seaside
tourist destinations of this coastal
region. Here facilities are provided for the prevention and curing
of various lung diseases. Balkan
Province is also home to a fantastic, picturesque subtropical
zone called Sumbar River Valley
located in the territory of
Garrygalin district. Here you can

With Dashoguz city as the
administrative center, Dashoguz
Province is located in the northern
part of Turkmenistan on the left
bank of the lower reaches of the
Amu Darya in Karakum desert. In
the north of the area, there is the
Amu Daria River's old delta,
Sarykamysh hollow and Lake with
the Ustyurt plateau on its southeastern edge. Kunya-Urgench is
located in the territory of
Dashoguz velayat of
Turkmenistan. It is situated in the
north-western Turkmenistan, on
the left bank of the Amu-Daria
River. Urgench was the capital of
the Khorezm region, which was
one of the most powerful
medieval empires of Central Asia.
Since 995, when Urgench was
the capital of Khorezm, the second largest and important city
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after Bukhara and the pearl the
territory of Samanid dynasty, this
town has preserved its magnificent architectural monuments
such as Il-Arslan mausoleum (with
its 12-part conical roof) and
Khorezmshah Tekesh mausoleum
dating from the XII century.
Among the significant monuments of Kunya-Urgench dating
to the XIV century, is the mausoleum of Turabek Khanum with
an exceptional interior in spatial
composition crowned with a
dome of extremely refined blue
and white decoration in a delicate
geometric pattern. It is a masterpiece of Oriental art, unparalleled
in the whole of medieval architecture. There is also the grand, 60meter-high, Kutlug-Timur minaret,
the highest in Central Asia
belonging to the 11th century.
There are also magnificent ancient
fortress cities Devkesen,
Shasenem, Zmukshir, Kenevas and
a lot of others.
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Mary Velayat
Mary province is located in the
south-eastern part of
Turkmenistan in the Karakum
desert. Mary city is the administrative center of province. To
many historians and archeologists, Turkmenistan is the "paradise of archaeology" because the
land is replete with ancient burial
mounds, hiding inside the ruins of
ancient cities. Mary has a very
special place due to the number
of ancient castles which are silhouettes of hill-fortresses stacked
by the sands of time. They are
numerous medieval feudal structures with the most significant
ones being the historical landmarks of Major and Minor KyzKala. Several settlements, once
serving as the capital of the
ancient Merv in different time
spans, constitute Bayram Ali State
historical and architectural

Turkmenistan TV Tower

With Turkmenabat as the central
city, Lebap Province is situated on
both sides of the Amu Darya
River, with the Karakum desert on
the left and the Karabil Hills on its
North. To the northwest of the
right bank lies the Kyzyl Kum
desert with Sundukli sands in the
center and the massive Kugitang
in the southeast. Lebap has good
prospects of industrial and transport development. Of particular
interest among the tourist destinations of Lebap province is
Kugitang mountain range with its
pristine, untouched nature, filled
with rare flora and fauna. Here
you can see not only the "Lunar
Landscape" but the "Dinosaur
Plateau" with footprints of prehistoric reptiles and unique karst
caves. Quite the opposite of the
wealth of flora of Kugitang is the
Repetek Reserve - one of the
largest in the world - due to its
diversity of reptile species.
The city museum of Atamyrat is

Reserve. These cities include
Sultan Kala (9-11th centuries)
Gyaur Kala (3rd century BC - 8th
and 9th centuries AD), Erk kala
(1st century BC), Abdullakhan Kala
(15th century) and Bayram Ali
Khan Kala (18th century) and of
course one of the main attractions
of Merv, the Sultan Sanjar mausoleum (1118-1157). The modern
Bayram Ali resort, one of the most
famous resorts in Turkmenistan, is
only 100 km away from one of
the world's oldest centers of civi-

Sultan Sanjar Mausoleum, Merv

Lebap Velayat

home to ancient caravanserais,
Alamberdar and Astana-baba
mausoleums, which has remained
a place of pilgrimage for many
believers to this date.

lizations. According to the
assumptions made by the modern historians (including academician V.Sarianidi), Merv is the
world's fourth ancient cultural
center besides Egypt,
Mesopotamia, China and India.
Margush/ Margiana (Gonur
Depe) (2nd-1st millennium BC.)
was well known to the ancient
world due to its high level of
arts and culture.
............................................................
Compiled by ECI Staff Members from
the Great Soviet Encyclopedia

Turkmenistan
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The Splendors of

Uzbekistan
Architecture

The State Museum of Timurids History, Tashkent

Uzbekistan is a country of ancient culture enjoying
exceptional architectural patterns. In their accounts of
the ancient cities such as Bukhara, Samarkand and
Khiva and elsewhere, historians have described stunning palaces of the kings and rulers, aristocratic residential houses, mausoleums, madrassas, etc. with
evergreen gardens.
Samarkand is a cultural treasury of the peoples of
the East, with medieval architectural monuments
unique in beauty and architectural forms, extant up
to date. Modern Samarkand differs much from its
medieval image: the city has changed but the
domes, towers and magnificent building arches decorated with mosaic patterns are still sparkling in the
sun and drawing the eyes.
The Samarkand sights and
monuments, rightly included
into the UNESCO World
Cultural Heritage List, like
pages of an old book, narrate
the history of establishment
and development of
Samarkand - the city, crossroad of cultures.
At the beginning the 13th
century, Central Asia was
invaded by Genghis- Khan
and his line of successors
continued to rule for nearly a
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015

century. It was just in the first half of the 14th century
that the reconstruction of the towns and villages
destroyed commenced which, resulted in the rise
and development of the architectural activity in the
region once again. Temurid style is a fine example of
modern architecture of the 14th-15th centuries. As
symbols of strong government, authority and victory
of the nation, palace structures were made with marketplaces as symbols of the role of trade.
Urban planning culture lasted for almost another
hundred years when Ulughbek - grandson of Amir
Temur - ruled the region. Among the most significant buildings created at that time were palaces,
such as Oksaroy in Shakhrisabz, the Bibi-Khonim
Mosque, and the Guri Amir
Mausoleum, large part of the
complex of Shokhi Zinda, the
Ulughbek Madrasah in
Samarkand.
Architects of the time paid a
great deal of attention to the
art of gardening and horticulture. In 1648, architectural
activities were focused in
large cities such as Bukhara,
Samarkand, Karmana, and
Tashkent. Further developments occurred within residential houses, markets and
Uzbekistan
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Palace) could be considered the most significant
achievements of Uzbekistan architecture which are
distinctive in color and design.
The principles of modern urban development
require construction works made in larger scales with
more number of apartment floors while rendering all
kinds of public services to the residents. Such principle has been well-observed in new cities such as
Almalik, Angren, Zarafshan and especially Navoi.
With their world famous, unique architectural monuments, Samarkand, Bukhara, Khiva historic towns
have been significantly restored.

Modern Architecture

Integration with the world community has served
as the main impetus for the development of the
city's building structures, as well as modernization of
highways, markets, and construction of sporting
complexes and the restoration of historical monuments is one of the country's main policies.
Residential architecture of an ordinary Uzbek house
at the end of the 19th and the beginning of 20th
centuries is very interesting. This type of architecture
is well representative of the experience of living in
difficult climatic conditions for centuries while
reflecting the local characteristics of individual districts and cities of the republic.
Bukhara's houses are located in crowded areas with
small greenery and made isolated from the streets'
noise and dust. The rooms are built round a yard
covered with beautiful tile works where there is
favorably cool air even during hot seasons.
Houses in Khiva use another method to create such
pleasant ambience. Here a portico is built a bit above
the ground and leads the wind inside. However, sliding walls and shutters, decorative niches and stuccos
called ganch, painted ceilings, etc. are used in
Ferghana houses. The interior of Uzbekistan national
houses is very simple, yet arranged nobly in a rational order. Architects have been passing their knowhow, experience and expertise from one generation
to the next. In the second half of the 19th century,
principles of European architecture gradually entered
Uzbekistan's urban architecture. New, modern buildings were constructed for banks, schools and high
schools, universities, large department stores, etc.
These modern buildings, burnt brick were used to
erect earthquake-resistant, impenetrable walls and
eclectic architecture was most popular at this time.
Using traditional architectural motives and elements (such as arches, portals and domes) in the
design and planning of houses is completely evident.
The Opera and Ballet Theatre named after Alisher
Navoi, and Hotel Tashkent (Lotte City Hotel Tashkent
Uzbekistan

Amir Temur Statue, Tashkent

caravansaries. A few of the world famous Central
Asian architectural structures of the 16th and 17th
centuries are Registan in Samarkand, Minarai Kalon,
Labi Khovuz, and the Ulughbek and Abdulaziz Khan
madrasah in Bukhara , and other.
Khiva became an open-air museum of Central Asia
in the middle of the 18th century when large ensembles and buildings were constructed around it. The
Tashkhauli palace (1830-38), the Muhammad of
Olimkhon madrasah (1851-55), and Kakaminar
minaret (1855) are other examples of fine architectural heritage of the city.

Since independence, the country has commenced
creating new infrastructure for the development of
national, urban architecture; consistent development
of the capital Tashkent started and Uzbekistan's face
began to change completely to better. Built on modern architectural principles like many other areas of
the city, the main square of the capital named
"Mustakillik" (Independence) is where grand military
parades are organized nowadays. It has metal towers
with domes at the top and a mobile amphitheater
presenting a picturesque panorama of Uzbekistan
made with color lamps. On the last night of summer,
Issue15. Vol6. Winter 2015
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ture. New buildings of Tashkent's Mayor Office (1996,
architect. F. Tursunov) and the Oliy Majlis are examples of the classical style of architecture of this
region. Both the buildings have snow-white facades
and refined columns, capitals of which are decorated
with foliage patterns. Both have widespread domes
with a dome flagpole in the middle. Interiors are
richly decorated with wood carvings and stucco as
well as oil paintings. Natural yet very costly materials
such as granite, marble, special types of wood, gilded
bronze, ceramics, etc. have been used on the build-

National Bank of Uzbekistan, Tashkent

glorious Independence Day celebrations are held
here where many different programs are provided
for the residents.
On this day, magnificent celebrations are held
widely across the country. In the capital city, this normally takes place in "Alisher Navoi" National Park
where the "Peoples Friendship Palace" is located. The
Palace is Uzbekistan's largest cinema/concert hall
with a large round pond and cascade of fountains.
The massive structure has domed-columns decorated with traditional local motifs; a bridge over the
canal and a pavilion with Alisher Navoi's statue
placed under a domed structure on the hilltop. On
either side of the central amphitheater are restaurant
"Nowruz" (1995, R. Yakubov, B. Astroverkhoi, N.
Batarin) and Oliy Majlis building (1997, W.
Akapjanian). This four-sided plan is the national, traditional gardening plan.
The concert hall is built to the north of the
Independence Square along Ankhor canal. The architectural style of which is reminiscent of stalactite
monumental portals and main facades of old
mosque and madrassas. The interiors are decorated
with rich tradition stucco works "ganch", paintings
and ceramic works and in front of the building, there
is a statue depicting the legendary bird of happiness
- Humo (built by Bahodir Jalolov).
The whole Republic honors his great ancestor Amir Temur, during whose reign all types of art, and,
above all, architecture widely flourished and developed. In Tashkent, Samarkand and Shakhrisabz, monuments and statues have been raised to honor to
Amir Temur. In Tashkent, Amir Temur's sculptor (F.
Ashrafi, B. Usmanov) is installed in the park named
after him. On the statue pedestal, these words could
be seen "Power is in justice". Built in 1995 by architect A. Turdiev to the northwest of Amir Temur
square, Temurids Museum is one of the ideologically
important public buildings of the country. The Gur
Emir dome is ornamented with delicate artworks.
With its 20-columned portico, the dome is 30 m in
height and 24 m x 2 in diameter. A gigantic chandelier is hung from inside the dome with the interior's
building painted with images of the Garden of Eden.
Body of the dome in the interior is made in ganch in
engineering "kundal." On a blue background with
gold leaf accents highlighted that continues the tradition of Tilla Kari in Samarkand. Golden lines on the
blue background are in fact in the style of gold works
of Registan square in Samarkand.
The main focus of the interior is an exhibition of
Amir Temur's triptych images. Architecturally speaking, both the interior and exterior of Temurids
Museum are very similar to the national folk architec-

ings' exteriors.
Lately, many buildings, such as the Intercontinental
hotel and National Bank of Uzbekistan (1995, arch. A.
Tokhtaev), have been constructed in corporate style.
The National Bank Tower is one of the highest and
most spectacular structures of the capital city. Built
on a rectangular plan, it has four tall, concrete
columns and the building's whole exterior facades
and roof are covered with glass.
Much work is now being carried out for the restoration of old buildings. Today, postmodernism style of
architecture is widely popular round the globe, and
Uzbekistan
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Registan Ensemble, Samarkand

therefore, the imitation of the architectural style of
the old buildings of the early 20th century seems
justified. Thanks to the successful organization of
international competition for tennis in Tashkent
called "the President's Cup", tennis has become more
popular in Tashkent, Andijan, Namangan, Karshi and
in other provinces of the Republic and modern complexes with tennis courts are being developed everywhere. Yunusobod tennis court in the eastern part of
Amir Temur square stands next to the complex of
other huge constructions, such as Aqua-park and the
main Business Center. Just next to the main open

in Khartang village (in Samarkand) in a short while at
the beginning of 1998. The complex courtyard is laid
out in traditional rectangular, Charbagh (The quadrilateral garden) covered with four types of lawns.
Surrounded with porticos, here is a mosque constructed by 30x20 meters Steel Trusses that has the
capacity of seating 800 persons. On the other side of
the courtyard, there is a reception area for 100-150
persons, a library and a restaurant. The courtyard is
that reach the part summer at both sides.

Architecture of Early
19th Century
Khiva
Since the beginning of the XIX century, many
Central Asian states that had fell into ruins as a
result of consistent wars among the Khanates, were
gradually restored. The construction started at Khiva:
buildings such as Allah Kuli Khan Caravanserai and
the unfinished Rakhmankul Inak Palace with its huge
minaret which, according to the architects, could
have become the tallest minaret in Central Asia. As
the biggest medieval madrassa of Khiva,
Muhammad Aminkhan madrassa was built within
Ichan-Qala complex facing Kunya Ark and adjacent
to Ata-Darvaza during this era. Muhammad Rakhim
Khan madrassa was also erected in front of Kunya
Ark in 1871 at the order of Muhammad Rakhim
Khan (1863-1910 AD) known as Feerouzshah who
was himself a poet. This rectangular-planned
madrassa has four porticos and a small tower.

Kokand

court, there is also a closed tennis court with the
capacity of seating for 3,000 people (1996, V.
Akopjanyan). Surrounded by arches with vaulted
sheets, ceramics, and other coverings, the structure is
comparable with the world's best sports complexes.
Celebration of the 1225th birth anniversary of the
great theologian Imam Al-Bukhary, as well as the
1200th birthday of Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Kasir
al Farghani were among the greatest events held in
the country in 1998. Through the efforts of the people, the memorial monument of Imam Al-Bukhary
and Ahmad Farghani had been already constructed
Uzbekistan

The main feature of Kokand buildings of this period is the exquisiteness and splendor of the architecture as well as the use of bright, contrast colored
tiles in the decoration of buildings. This is especially
characteristic of Amir Khudoyar Khan Palace which is
a fine example of the architecture of the XIX century.
With more than 100 rooms, the construction of the
Palace began in 1863 and completed in 1870 with
the name of the architect - Ustod Mir Ubaidulla carved. In 1862, construction of madrassa and Hazrat
Kalon Sahib Mosque was completed and in 1870 and
1872, Oyum Hakim and Sultan Muradbek madrassas,
the latter named after Khudoyar Khan's son. Jami
madrassah in Andijan was also construction in 18741977.

Bukhara
Architecture of buildings of Bukhara In this period is
very similar with each other with works of calligraphy, made in the styles of Kufic, Suls, Rayhan, Naskh
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and Nasta'liq, as one of the architectural ornamental
elements. Simple adobe or clay mixed with chopped
straw were uses for the construction of houses while
burnt bricks were the main material to erect historical
or some other special buildings. Bukhara houses
which are easily distinguishable from the houses of
other regions through their architectural features and
decorative patterns. For example, the Fergana houses
have shutters on the windows, decorative niches, fine
works of stucco and bright ceiling murals while the
main feature of Samarkand and Bukhara houses is
the use of porticos with carved columns, wall paintings and stucco and in Khiva, the houses have closed
courtyards with several porticos with carved columns
decorated with complex patterns.
The walls are single-layered but in the mountainous
areas, they are double-layered stuffed with mud and
clay in the middle, to add to the strength and stability. House roofs are covered first with timber and then
a thick layer of clay. Gates and doors are decorated
with carvings of complex patterns. Burning sandalwood in a hole on the floor with a brazier, or chimney were means of heating with the bricked or
wooden floor covered with mats or carpets.
The interiors were almost not furnished at all.
Niches were created to keep bedspreads, pillows,
household utensils and other daily utilities out of
sight. Clothes were usually stored in chests.
The spiritual culture, customs and art of the Uzbek
people of the XIX century is very similar to the cultures of other Central Asian nations. Humane and
democratic traditions are deeply rooted in this culture the foundations of which has been laid by great
scientists, educators and government officials of this
such as Alisher Navoi. Common fate became the
basis of the close friendship of the peoples of Central
Asia. They have composed thousands of poems,
songs and stories to praise the courage of the mythical brave men and warriors and have nurtured in
themselves, the spirits of loyalty, friendship and pure
love of Tahir and Zuhra, Farhad and Shirin, Layla and
Majnun.Uzbekistan is a relatively young country but
has deep historical roots.
Long history of Uzbek land, situated at the crossroads of the Silk Road, as well as its rich religious and
cultural traditions, have left a legacy of unique architectural style for the future generations. Thanks to
the efforts of architects of the past centuries, today
we can examine and study the ancient architectural
monuments, restored after the end of devastating
wars. Modern cities are being established just next to
the ancient towns with their glorious mosques and
magnificent Arks richly immersed in greenery with
foliage and floral patterns. Large-scale construction
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activities initiated in Uzbekistan in the eleventh century, yet it was in the 15th century that it flourished
then the most beautiful and luxurious palaces (AkSaray palace in Shakhrisabz) and majestic mosques
(Bibi Khanum - the most beautiful mosque), were
restored.
In the 16th - 18th centuries, major cities such as
Samarkand, Bukhara, Tashkent started to emerge
around the greatest architectural and historical sites
the world-renowned architectural monuments of
which are: Ark citadel, Kalyan Minaret and the LabiHauz ensemble in Bukhara; Kaffal-ChaChi and
Kukeldash madrassa in Tashkent and Shahi Zinda
architectural ensemble in Samarkand. According to
many specialists, Khiva is the most valuable architectural heritage of the eighteenth century that could
be considered a museum itself due to the number of
historical monuments. Ancient Architecture of
Uzbekistan is characterized its specific arrangement
of bricks, the use of hexagonal tiles, building domed
structures, applying a variety of geometric patterns
for decoration, the rich ornamental designs with
golden patterns, carvings and complex stucco works,
the development and improvement of landscape art
and clever use of water reflect in stunning garden
fountains. Those structures related with the culture
and religious faiths of the people are erected in the
best manner. Islamic beliefs are best represented in
the construction mosques, mausoleums and madrassas (e.g. Miri-Arab mosque which is an architectural
masterpiece of the Muslim world).
Outstanding examples of Uzbek architecture are
gorgeous palaces of rulers such as Sitorai-Khosa
Palace in Bukhara which is a fine synthesis of Eastern
and European styles. In Uzbekistan's modern architecture, traditional oriental style is often used along
with the European principles of urban development
that came here in the XIX century and became common through the construction of schools, banks,
hotels, sports centers and other public buildings as
well as residential houses. The new cities of Navoi,
Almalik, Zarafshan and others are best examples of
this style of architecture. Prefabricated and metal
structures as well as varied types of lighting are
widely used in modern constructions. In addition, a
national school of restoration of national assets has
been established. Modern architects and professional
restorers are busy restoring the architectural masterpieces to provide the ground for the current and
future generation get a glimpse of the sublime culture and traditionally rich history of the Uzbek land.
............................................................................................
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